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Overview
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• EU strategy, technology pillars & EU Accelerator Roadmap

• High-Luminosity LHC - UK phase II

– Machine protection: crystal collimation and triplet stabilisation.

– Diagnostics: Electro-Optical & IR BPMs, BGV, SR monitor.

• Linear Colliders: ILC & CLIC

– Leading contributions to the international development team & diagnostics

• Future Circular Collider:

– IR optics, dynamic aperture, ion collimation & FCC Innovation Study

• Physics Beyond Colliders:

– Fixed target beamlines for NA61/SHINE & NA62/ Klever

– Use of LHC accelerator model for FASER & FPF

• Muon Collider & nuSTORM
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Key technologies for future accelerators
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High-priority future 
initiatives

A. An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider. For the 
longer term, the European particle physics community has the ambition to operate a 
proton-proton collider at the highest achievable energy. Accomplishing these compelling 
goals will require innovation and cutting-edge technology: 
 
• the particle physics community should ramp up its R&D effort focused 
on advanced accelerator technologies, in particular that for high-field 
superconducting magnets, including high-temperature superconductors;  
 
• Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical 
and financial feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass 
energy of at least 100 TeV and with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak 
factory as a possible first stage. Such a feasibility study of the colliders and 
related infrastructure should be established as a global endeavour and be 
completed on the timescale of the next Strategy update. 
 
The timely realisation of the electron-positron International Linear Collider (ILC) 
in Japan would be compatible with this strategy and, in that case, the European 
particle physics community would wish to collaborate.  

B. Innovative accelerator technology underpins the physics reach of high-energy 
and high-intensity colliders. It is also a powerful driver for many accelerator-based 
fields of science and industry. The technologies under consideration include high-field 
magnets, high-temperature superconductors, plasma wakefield acceleration and other 
high-gradient accelerating structures, bright muon beams, energy recovery linacs. 
The European particle physics community must intensify accelerator R&D and 
sustain it with adequate resources. A roadmap should prioritise the technology, 
taking into account synergies with international partners and other communities 
such as photon and neutron sources, fusion energy and industry. Deliverables for 
this decade should be defined in a timely fashion and coordinated among CERN 
and national laboratories and institutes. 

A. The quest for dark matter and the exploration of flavour and fundamental 
symmetries are crucial components of the search for new physics. This search can 
be done in many ways, for example through precision measurements of flavour 
physics and electric or magnetic dipole moments, and searches for axions, dark sector 
candidates and feebly interacting particles. There are many options to address such 
physics topics including energy-frontier colliders, accelerator and non-accelerator 
experiments. A diverse programme that is complementary to the energy frontier is an 
essential part of the European particle physics Strategy. Experiments in such diverse 
areas that offer potential high-impact particle physics programmes at laboratories 
in Europe should be supported, as well as participation in such experiments in 
other regions of the world. 

B. Theoretical physics is an essential driver of particle physics that opens new, 
daring lines of research, motivates experimental searches and provides the tools 
needed to fully exploit experimental results. It also plays an important role in capturing 
the imagination of the public and inspiring young researchers. The success of the 
field depends on dedicated theoretical work and intense collaboration between the 
theoretical and experimental communities. Europe should continue to vigorously 
support a broad programme of theoretical research covering the full spectrum 
of particle physics from abstract to phenomenological topics. The pursuit of 
new research directions should be encouraged and links with fields such as 
cosmology, astroparticle physics, and nuclear physics fostered. Both exploratory 
research and theoretical research with direct impact on experiments should be 
supported, including recognition for the activity of providing and developing 
computational tools. 

C.  The success of particle physics experiments relies on innovative 
instrumentation and state-of-the-art infrastructures. To prepare and realise future 
experimental research programmes, the community must maintain a strong focus 
on instrumentation. Detector R&D programmes and associated infrastructures 
should be supported at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. 
Synergies between the needs of different scientific fields and industry should 
be identified and exploited to boost efficiency in the development process and 
increase opportunities for more technology transfer benefiting society at large. 
Collaborative platforms and consortia must be adequately supported to provide 
coherence in these R&D activities. The community should define a global 
detector R&D roadmap that should be used to support proposals at the European 
and national levels.

Other essential scientific 
activities for particle physics
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Other essential scientific 
activities for particle physics
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• Five technologies pillars were identified in the 2020 EU strategy 

and by CERN Council / SPC / LDG.

• 9th July 2021: Symposium on the 

Accelerator R&D Roadmap for the 

HEP community

– https://indico.cern.ch/event/1053889/

• High-field magnets

• High-gradient plasma 

/ laser acceleration

• High-gradient RF structures

• Muon beams

• Energy-recovery linacs
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Accelerator R&D Roadmap, published January 2022
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CERN Yellow Reports: Monographs, CERN-2022-001

European Strategy for Particle Physics - Accelerator R&D Roadmap

Editor: N. Mouneta

Panel editors: B. Baudouyb (HFM), L. Botturaa (HFM), S. Boussonc (RF), G. Burtd (RF),
R. Assmanne,f (Plasma), E. Gschwendtnera (Plasma), R. Ischebeckg (Plasma), C. Rogersh (Muon),
D. Schultea (Muon), M. Kleini (ERL)

Steering committee: D. Newboldh,⇤ (Chair), S. Bentvelsenj , F. Bossif , N. Colinok, A.-I. Etienvreb,
F. Gianottia, K. Jakobsl, M. Lamonta, W. Leemanse,m, J. Mnicha, E. Previtalin, L. Rivking, A. Stocchic,
E. Tsesmelisa

Introduction and Conclusion
Author: D. Newboldh,⇤

High-field magnets
Panel members: P. Védrineb,† (Chair), L. García-Tabarésk (Co-Chair), B. Auchmanng, A. Ballarinoa,
B. Baudouyb, L. Botturaa, P. Fazilleaub, M. Noeo, S. Prestemonp, E. Rochepaultb, L. Rossiq,
C. Senatorer, B. Shepherds

High-gradient RF structures and systems
Panel members: S. Boussonc,‡ (Chair), H. Weisee (Co-Chair), G. Burtd, G. Devanzb, A. Gallof ,
F. Gerigka, A. Grudieva, D. Longuevergnec, T. Proslierb, R. Rubert

Associated members: P. Baudrenghiena, O. Brunnera, S. Calatronia, A. Castillad, N. Catalan-Lasherasa,
E. Cennib, A. Crossu, D. Lip, E. Montesinosa, G. Rosaza, J. Shiv, N. Shipmana, S. Stapnesa,
I. Syratcheva, S. Tantawiw, C. Tennantx, A.-M. Valentex, M. Wenskate, Y. Yamamotoy

High-gradient plasma and laser accelerators
Panel members: R. Assmanne,f,+ (Chair), E. Gschwendtnera (Co-Chair), K. Cassouc, S. Cordez ,
L. Corneri, B. Crosaa, M. Ferrariof , S. Hookerbb, R. Ischebeckg, A. Latinaa, O. Lundhcc, P. Mugglidd,
P. Nghiemb, J. Osterhoffe, T. Raubenheimerw,ee, A. Speckaff , J. Vieiragg, M. Winghh

Associated members: C. Geddesp, M. Hoganw, W. Luv, P. Musumeciii

Bright muon beams and muon colliders
Panel members: D. Schultea,4 (Chair), M. Palmerjj (Co-Chair), T. Arndto, A. Chancéb, J.-P. Delahayea,
A. Faus-Golfec, S. Gilardonia, P. Lebruna, K. Longh,kk, E. Métrala, N. Pastronell, L. Quettierb,
T. Raubenheimerw,ee, C. Rogersh, M. Seidelg,mm, D. Stratakisnn, A. Yamamotoy

Associated members: A. Grudieva, R. Lositoa, D. Lucchesioo,pp

Energy-recovery linacs
Panel members: M. Kleini,O (Chair), A. Huttonx (Co-Chair), D. Angal-Kalininqq, K. Aulenbacherrr,
A. Bogaczx, G. Hoffstaetterss,jj , E. Jensena, W. Kaabic, D. Kayranjj , J. Knoblochtt,uu, B. Kuskeuu,
F. Marhauserx, N. Pietrallavv, O. Tanakay, C. Vaccarezzaf , N. Vinokurovww, P. Williamsqq,
F. Zimmermanna

Associated members: M. Arnoldvv, M. Brukerx, G. Burtd, P. Evtushenkoxx, J. Kühnuu, B. Militsynqq,
A. Neumannuu, B. Rimmerx

Sub-Panel on CERC and ERLC: A. Huttonx (Chair), C. Adolphsenw, O. Brüninga, R. Brinkmanne,
M. Kleini, S. Nagaitsevnn, P. Williamsqq, A. Yamamotoy, K. Yokoyay, F. Zimmermanna

The FCC-ee R&D programme
Authors: M. Benedikta,/, A. Blondelyy,r,., O. Brunnera, P. Janota, E. Jensena, M. Koratzinoszz ,

iii
R. Lositoa, K. Oidey, T. Raubenheimerw,ee, F. Zimmermanna,⇤⇤

ILC-specific R&D programme
Authors: S. Michizonoy,††, T. Nakadamm, S. Stapnesa

CLIC-specific R&D programme
Authors: P. N. Burrowsbb, A. Faus-Golfec,‡‡, D. Schultea, S. Stapnesa

Sustainability considerations
Authors: T. Roserjj,++, M. Seidelg,mm,44

aCERN, Geneva, Switzerland
bCEA, Saclay, France
cIJCLab, Orsay, France
dLancaster University, UK
eDESY, Hamburg, Germany
fLNF/INFN, Frascati, Italy
gPSI, Villigen, Switzerland
hSTFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Harwell Campus, UK
iUniversity of Liverpool, UK
jNikhef, Amsterdam, Netherlands
kCIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
lUniversität Freiburg, Germany
mUniversität Hamburg, Germany
nLNGS/INFN, L’Aquila, Italy
oKIT/ITEP, Karlsruhe, Germany
pLBNL, Berkeley, California, USA
qLASA/INFN, Milano, Italy
rUniversity of Geneva, Switzerland
sASTEC, Daresbury, UK
tUppsala University, Sweden
uUniversity of Strathclyde, UK
vTsinghua University, Beijing, China
wSLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Stanford, California, USA
xJefferson Lab, Virginia, USA
yKEK, Tsukuba, Japan
zIP Paris, Palaiseau, France
aaLPGP-CNRS-Université Paris Saclay, Orsay, France
bbJohn Adams Institute, Oxford University, UK
ccLund University, Sweden
ddMPI Physics, Munich, Germany
eeStanford University, California, USA
ffLLR, Palaiseau, France
ggIST, Lisbon, Portugal
hhUCL, London, United Kingdom
iiUCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA
jjBNL, Upton, New York, USA
kkImperial College London, UK
llINFN, Torino, Italy
mmEPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland

iv

CI/Daresbury
JAI/RAL

UK authors

CERN Yellow Reports: Monographs, CERN-2022-001

1. Further development of high-field superconducting magnet technology.

2. Advanced technologies for superconducting and normal-conducting radio frequency (RF) acceler-
ating structures.

3. Development and exploitation of laser/plasma acceleration techniques.

4. Studies and development towards future bright muon beams and muon colliders.

5. Advancement and exploitation of energy-recovery linear accelerator technology.

Expert panels were convened to examine each of these areas, with membership drawn primarily
from European accelerator institutes, but with international representation. The overall structure set up
to deliver the Roadmap is shown in Fig. 1.1. An important additional issue in accelerator physics is the
attraction, training and career management of researchers. The issues in this area are very similar to those
for detector-focussed particle physicists; both have been considered in common by Task Force Nine of
the ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap, and the findings are documented there.

High-Field
Magnets

Plasma / Laser
Acceleration RF Structures

Muon Beams Energy recovery
Linacs

Laboratory Directors Group

CERN Council

Scientific Policy
Committee

Accelerator
R&D Community

Particle physics
Community

Related fields
and

facilities

CERN Council

Expert Panels

Fig. 1.1: Roadmap panel structure.

The five study areas are of course not fully independent, with technological cross-links between
the ‘fundamental’ areas of acceleration and magnets, and the more ‘applied’ areas of muon beams and
energy-recovery linacs (ERLs). Neither are all the areas at equal stages of maturity. In the magnets
and RF areas, the Roadmap constitutes the next phase of planning in an ongoing and mature R&D
programme. For laser / plasma and ERLs, it attempts to capture specific particle physics requirements
and plans within ongoing R&D programmes of wider applicability. For muons, it documents the first
phase of a new European study. It is clearly understood that these five topics are only a subset of the
necessary R&D to deliver all the required new technologies for future facilities. Moreover, investment
into long-term R&D must sit alongside the need to complete existing projects and to conduct studies
and detailed planning for nearer-term new machines. The balance must be carefully struck, taking into
account both the short- and long-term requirements of the field.

3

• UK contributing to all five technology 

pillars, with JAI efforts focused on:

– High gradient plasma & laser 

accelerators à see Zulfikar’s talk

– Bright muon beams & muon 

colliders à see later slides

arXiv:2201.07895 CERN-2022-001
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Future colliders: how to beat the synchrotron limit?

energy loss for the beam. In order to keep the beam energy constant, the energy lost
by synchrotron radiation needs to be constantly replaced by the accelerating cavities.

For relativistic particles of charge e and mass m under transverse acceleration the
total radiated power by synchrotron emission is

Ps =
e2c

6πϵ0
×

γ4

R2
. (5.16)

It can be seen that the dissipated power is inversely proportional to the square of the
local bending radius, R. This is one of the reasons why LEP had such a large radius.
More importantly, the emitted power is proportional to the fourth power of the rela-
tivistic γ factor for the emitting particles. Since γ = E/mc2 the rate of synchrotron ra-
diation emission increases drastically with the particle energy, as E4. At LEP, the beam
energy was increased every year from 1994 onwards (Table 1.3), in order to produce
and study W bosons and to search for the Higgs particle. When the centre-of-mass
energy reached 209 GeV, the accelerating cavities were no longer able to replace all the
energy lost by synchrotron radiation. Thus the energy reach of LEP was ultimately
limited by synchrotron radiation.

The energy lost by a beam particle per turn of the collider can be easily calculated:

∆Es =
∮

Ps dt = Ps tb = Ps
2πR

c
,

where tb is the time spent by the particle in the bending magnets during one revolution
of the collider2. Therefore

∆Es =
e2

3ϵ0
×

E4

(mc2)4
×

1

R
(5.17)

At LEP, the energy lost per particle per turn of the collider was in the range 100 MeV
– 2 GeV, depending on the beam energy. The power radiated by the whole beam, as well
as the energy lost per turn by the whole beam, can be calculated given the number of
particles per beam, or the beam current. At LEP, the power dissipated by each beam
was of the order of megawatts! (Even if the power dissipated per particle was just a few
apparently insignificant microwatts.)

The energy lost to synchrotron radiation is inversely proportional to the fourth
power of the rest mass of the beam particles. Therefore, if instead of electrons heav-
ier particles are used the synchrotron energy loss can be reduced. Namely, for proton
beams of the same energy, in the same ring, the energy loss is reduced by a factor

(me/mp)
4 = 18364 ≃ 1013!

While synchrotron energy loss was the limiting factor in the energy reach of LEP, it
is a completely insignificant effect in hadron colliders. Hadron colliders, such as the
TeVatron and the LHC (discussed in Sections 1.2.5 and 1.2.6), have the advantage that
the beams can be accelerated to much higher energies than those achievable in circular
electron machines.

Finally, we note that another way of circumventing the synchrotron energy loss
problem is by having linear (R = ∞ !) rather than circular colliders. One such machine,

2Note that in colliders consisting of straight sections connected by several arcs of circle tb will be less
than the period of revolution of the collider.

90

Synchrotron energy loss per turn

Increase m, same R:
reuse LEP tunnel with 

protons -> LHC,

and in near future:

switch to higher lepton mass

Challenge is to 
produce and 
capture intense 
beams of short-
lived muons

set R to infinity

Linear colliders require high 
gradient acceleration:
SCRF structures,
drive beams or
advanced accelerator 
concepts (plasma wakefield)

+ energy recovery linacs

increase R
(and B)

FCChh in 100 km tunnel 
requires high-field magnets

Circular colliders, e.g.

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022 5
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HL-LHC-UK phase I
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Major developments  
from the 2013 Strategy

A. Since the recommendation in the 2013 Strategy to proceed with the programme 
of upgrading the luminosity of the LHC, the HL-LHC project, was approved by the 
CERN Council in June 2016 and is proceeding according to plan. In parallel, the LHC 
has reached a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, exceeded the design luminosity, and 
produced a wealth of remarkable physics results. Based on this performance, coupled 
with the innovative experimental techniques developed at the LHC experiments and 
their planned detector upgrades, a significantly enhanced physics potential is expected 
with the HL-LHC. The required high-field superconducting Nb3Sn magnets have 
been developed. The successful completion of the high-luminosity upgrade of 
the machine and detectors should remain the focal point of European particle 
physics, together with continued innovation in experimental techniques. The 
full physics potential of the LHC and the HL-LHC, including the study of flavour 
physics and the quark-gluon plasma, should be exploited. 

B. The existence of non-zero neutrino masses is a compelling sign of new 
physics. The worldwide neutrino physics programme explores the full scope of the rich 
neutrino sector and commands strong support in Europe. Within that programme, the 
Neutrino Platform was established by CERN in response to the recommendation in the 
2013 Strategy and has successfully acted as a hub for European neutrino research at 
accelerator-based projects outside Europe. Europe, and CERN through the Neutrino 
Platform, should continue to support long baseline experiments in Japan and the 
United States. In particular, they should continue to collaborate with the United 
States and other international partners towards the successful implementation of 
the Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF) and the Deep Underground Neutrino 
Experiment (DUNE).

General considerations
for the 2020 update

A.  Europe, through CERN, has world leadership in accelerator-based particle 
physics and related technologies. The future of the field in Europe and beyond depends 
on the continuing ability of CERN and its community to realise compelling scientific 
projects. This Strategy update should be implemented to ensure Europe’s 
continued scientific and technological leadership. 

B. The European organisational model centred on close collaboration between 
CERN and the national institutes, laboratories and universities in its Member and 
Associate Member States is essential to the enduring success of the field. This has 
proven highly effective in harnessing the collective resources and expertise of the 
particle, astroparticle and nuclear physics communities, and of many interdisciplinary 
research fields. Another manifestation of the success of this model is the collaboration 
with non-Member States and their substantial contribution. The particle physics 
community must further strengthen the unique ecosystem of research centres 
in Europe. In particular, cooperative programmes between CERN and these 
research centres should be expanded and sustained with adequate resources in 
order to address the objectives set out in the Strategy update. 

C. The broad range of fundamental questions in particle physics and the 
complexity of the diverse facilities required to address them, together with the need 
for an efficient use of resources, have resulted in the establishment of a global 
particle physics community with common interests and goals. This Strategy takes 
into account the rich and complementary physics programmes being undertaken by 
Europe’s partners across the globe and of scientific and technological developments in 
neighbouring fields. The implementation of the Strategy should proceed in strong 
collaboration with global partners and neighbouring fields.

FundingFunding

UK institutes on HL-LHC-UK
£8M CERN-STFC investment in UK

WP1 Collimation
WP2 Crab cavities
WP3 Beam Diagnostics
WP4 Cold Powering

2019: JAI AB wholeheartedly supports and strongly encourages the 
continuation of these efforts and recommends to form strategically 
organized participation by expert members of JAI in addition to those 
from RHUL, in particular at Oxford."
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HL-LHC-UK phase II announced by STFC

7

https://stfc.ukri.org/news/project-to-upgrade-the-large-hadron-collider-now-underway/
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The path to High Luminosity LHC
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5 to 7.5 x nominal Lumi

13 TeV

integrated 
luminosity

2 x nominal Lumi2 x nominal Luminominal Lumi
75% nominal Lumi

cryolimit
interaction
regions

inner triplet 
radiation limit

LHC HL-LHC

Run 4 - 5...Run 2Run 1

DESIGN STUDY PROTOTYPES CONSTRUCTION INSTALLATION & COMM. PHYSICS

DEFINITION EXCAVATION

HL-LHC CIVIL ENGINEERING:

HL-LHC TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT:

Run 3

ATLAS - CMS
upgrade phase 1

ALICE - LHCb
upgrade

Diodes Consolidation
LIU Installation

Civil Eng. P1-P5

experiment 
beam pipes

splice consolidation
button collimators

R2E project

13.6 TeV 13.6 - 14 TeV

7 TeV 8 TeV

LS1 EYETS EYETS LS3

ATLAS - CMS
HL upgrade

HL-LHC 
installation

LS2

30 fb-1 190 fb-1 450 fb-1 3000 fb-1

4000 fb-1

BUILDINGS

20402027 20292028

pilot beam

UK Phase I, £8M UK Phase II, £26MFP7 Design Study

2021: The AB is deeply impressed by the work presented on future colliders at
this meeting, in particular, but not limited to, HL-LHC. The AB wholeheartedly
supports and strongly encourages the continuation of these efforts.
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Machine protection at HL-LHC:
triplet stability & novel collimation

9Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022
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HL-LHC Ground Motion studies
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• To evaluate the impact of the Ground Motion in the HL-LHC 
quadrupole triplet, measurements of the LHC dipole Transfer 
Function (TF) were carried out.

• Due to mechanical designs, the LHC dipole TF and the HL-LHC 
quadrupole triplet TF are expected to be similar

• From measurements we extracted that: 
– Simulations of the transfer function seem to be accurate enough.
– The impact of Ground Motion on the HL-LHC beam stability is 

expected to be relatively small.
• According to these results, a new active beam feedback 

system is not required.
• However, once the HL-LHC quadrupole triplets are available 

and installed in the IT string, new measurements are required 
to fully confirm the results.

• Paper submitted to PRAB:
M. Schaumann, H. Garcia-Morales et al. “The Effect of  
Ground Motion on the LHC and HL-LHC Beam Orbit”

H. Garcia-Morales et al

Dipole Transfer Function Measurement and comparison with
the simulations in the horizontal (top) and vertical planes (bottom).
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Collimation & optics studies
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H. Garcia-Morales et al

Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research, A 1010 (2021) 165494

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

Nuclear Inst. andMethods in Physics Research, A
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A B S T R A C T

The Large Hadron Collider is designed to collide proton beams with unprecedented energy in order to extend
the frontiers of high-energy physics. Particles that have an energy different from the nominal one follow
dispersive orbits and, if the energy offset is large enough, could be lost on the cold aperture and cause quenches
of superconducting magnets. Therefore, particles with large energy offsets must be removed from the beam
by the collimation system. Although the dynamics of such particles is well understood and the efficiency of
the momentum cleaning is evaluated in measurements, in the past, there were not general simulations tools
available for predicting the efficiency of the collimation system in scenarios where off-momentum particles
are involved. In this paper we present a new set of tools to simulate off-momentum losses, the benchmarking
of these tools with measurements and the evaluation of off-momentum losses in the future LHC upgrade, the
HL-LHC. These new simulation tools are applied for simulating two of the main scenarios where off-momentum
particles play an important role in the LHC: particles lost at the start of the energy ramp and simulations of
the momentum cleaning at 6.5 TeV energy. In this study, the collimation process during dynamic changes in
the machine is simulated, as opposed to previous studies in static conditions. This is the first time that this
sort of comparison between different simulation methods and measurements is performed. The results are used
to provide a better understanding the dynamics of such particles and, finally, these tools are used to estimate
the influence of off-momentum losses in the future High-Luminosity LHC.

1. Introduction

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1,2] is designed to collide 7 TeV
protons and heavy ions with equivalent magnetic rigidity. The total
stored energy in the proton beam reaches about 362 MJ. For the
upgrade of the LHC, the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) project [3], an
increase of the stored energy to almost 700 MJ is foreseen. Even a small
fraction of particles lost in the superconducting aperture could quench
a magnet. Therefore, all beam losses need to be tightly controlled.
For this purpose, a multi-stage collimation system [4–8] was installed
in order to intercept unavoidable beam losses in a safe way. Unlike
other high-energy colliders, where the main purpose of the collimation
system is to reduce experimental background, the LHC requires colli-
mation during all stages of operation to protect its elements. Out of
the eight Insertion Regions (IRs) of the LHC, two are used for beam
collimation, also known as beam cleaning: IR3 is devoted to momentum
collimation and IR7 is devoted to betatron cleaning. In both sections
a multi-stage system is installed. The multi-stage system is based on

< Correspondence to: University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom.
E-mail address: hector.garcia.morales@cern.ch (H. Garcia Morales).

carbon-fiber-composite (CFC) primary collimators (TCP) to intercept
the primary halo. Three TCPs are installed in IR7 (one per transverse
plane and one skew) and one in the horizontal plane in IR3. In both
cases, TCPs are followed by a series of secondary collimators (TCSGs),
also made of CFC and installed downstream to absorb the secondary
halo particles produced by the interaction of the primary halo with the
primary collimator. Particles scattered by the TCSGs are directed to
tungsten-based absorbers (TCLA). Finally, additional protection is in-
stalled around the experimental insertions where tungsten collimators
(TCTs) offer extra protection to the inner triplet magnets [9,10] and
background control [11]. Identical collimation setups are implemented
on both counter-rotating beams, called Beam 1 (B1) and Beam 2 (B2).

The momentum cleaning section in IR3 is designed to intercept
particles with large enough momentum deviation before they reach mo-
mentum bottlenecks anywhere else around the ring like, for instance,
locations with high dispersion such like arcs. For that reason, the TCP
is located at a high dispersion location in the horizontal plane while
keeping a relatively low �-function as can be seen in Fig. 1 for B1.
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?Y ;�a,C�AKRa�I3c. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. mNCj30 FCN<0RL

2Y 7RI. `Y iRL�c ;�a,ŝ�. +2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

�$cja�,j
Ta3,Cc3 L3�cna3L3Njc R8 jnN3 �N0 Cjc cj�$CICjw �a3 ,anA

,C�I 8Ra q�aCRnc RUjC,c �N�Iwc3c CN j@3 H?+. 3Y<Y 8Ra j@3
03j3aLCN�jCRN R8 j@3 ٝ ncCN< FALR0nI�jCRNY H?+ ##[
cwcj3L UaRqC03c jnN3 L3�cna3L3Njc RNICN3 �N0 cjRa3c j@3
jnN3 0�j�Y r3 �UUIw nNcnU3aqCc30 L�,@CN3 I3�aNCN< j3,@A
NC\n3c RN ##[ jnN3 0�j� CN Ra03a jR UaRqC03 �N �njRL�jC,
RnjIC3a 03j3,jCRN L3j@R0 8Ra $3jj3a L3�cna3L3Njc R8 jnN3
c@C8jc �N0 nN3uU3,j30 jnN3 ECjj3acY

BMi`Q/m+iBQM
�NRL�Iw 03j3,jCRN Cc RN3 R8 j@3 L�CN �UUIC,�jCRNc R8 K�A

,@CN3 H3�aNCN< j3,@NC\n3c CN L�Nw 0C{3a3Nj �a3�cY +Raa3,j
C03NjC~,�jCRN R8 a�a3 Cj3Lc. 3q3Njc Ra R$c3aq�jCRNc s@C,@ �a3
cncUC,CRNc $w 0C{3aCN< cC<NC~,�NjIw 8aRL j@3 L�ERaCjw R8 j@3
0�j� Cc 3cc3NjC�I jR R$j�CN LRa3 a3IC�$I3 �N0 a3�ICcjC, a3cnIjc
R8 Rna R$c3aq�$I3cY

BN j@3 �,,3I3a�jRa 3NqCaRNL3Nj. j@3 jnN3 ǋ Cc �N 3cc3NjC�I
\n�NjCjw a3I�j30 jR L�Nw Rj@3a \n�NjCjC3c a3I3q�Nj jR 3q�In�j3
j@3 U3a8RaL�N,3 R8 j@3 L�,@CN3Y i@3 H?+ ##[ cwcj3L
UaRqC03c ,RNjCNnRnc jnN3 L3�cna3L3NjY ?Rs3q3a. j@3 ##[
cwcj3L Cc NRj �$I3 jR �njRL�jC,�IIw C03NjC8w L3�cna3L3Nj
RnjIC3ac 0n3 jR 8�nIjw #TKc Ra saRN< 0�j� �,\nCcCjCRN s@C,@
�a3 \nCj3 ,RLLRN 0naCN< L�,@CN3 RU3a�jCRNY i@3c3 RnjIC3ac
CNjaR0n,3 � cC<NC~,�Nj jnN3 nN,3aj�CNjw s@C,@ ja�NcI�j3c CNjR
CLUa3,Cc3 L3�cna3L3Njc R8 03aCq30 \n�NjCjC3cY

BN <3N3a�I j3aLc. 8Ra j@3 H?+ �N0 LRcj CLURaj�NjIw 8Ra Cjc
8njna3 nU<a�03. j@3 ?HAH?+. Cj Cc 03cCa�$I3 jR G33U j@3 jnN3
nN,3aj�CNjw $3IRs ��ͯ CN Ra03a jR LCNCLCc3 j@3 InLCNRcCjw
CL$�I�N,3 $3js33N @C<@AInLCNRcCjw 3uU3aCL3Njc. �iH�b
�N0 +Kb )S. l*Y mN8RajnN�j3Iw $Rj@ cCLnI�jCRNc �N0 L3�A
cna3L3Njc �a3 Ua3c3NjIw 3u,330CN< j@Cc ICLCj. j@3a38Ra3 Cj Cc
CLURaj�Nj jR ~N0 N3s cja�j3<C3c jR a30n,3 jnN3 nN,3aj�CNjw
jR jRI3a�$I3 ICLCjcY

BN j@Cc U�U3a s3 c@Rs j@3 \n�ICj�jCq3 UaR<a3cc jRs�a0c �
$3jj3a jnN3 ,I3�NCN< L3�cna3L3Nj ncCN< L�,@CN3 I3�aNCN<
j3,@NC\n3cY 7Cacj. j@3 L3j@R0RIR<w nc30 Cc CNjaR0n,30Y b3,A
RN0Iw. j@3 0C{3a3Nj �I<RaCj@Lc j3cj30 �a3 $aC3�w 3uUI�CN30Y
7CN�IIw. j@3 0C{3a3Nj �I<RaCj@Lc @�q3 @�q3 $33N $33N j3cj30
CN 0C{3a3Nj a3<CL3c. �N0 j@3Ca U3a8RaL�N,3 8Ra jnN3 L3�A
cna3L3Nj ,I3�NCN<. �a3 3q�In�j30Y

�M�HvbBb �TT`Q�+?
mcn�IIw. j@3 jnN3 cC<N�I Cc NRCcw �N0 cRL3 RnjIC3ac �a3

,I3�aIw qCcC$I3Y BN �00CjCRN. s@3N ,@�N<CN< $3js33N 0C8A
83a3Nj RUjC,c ,RN~<na�jCRNc. j@3 sRaGCN< URCNj Cc CN LRcj
,�c3c �Ij3a30Y ?Rs3q3a. cn003N ,@�N<3c CN j@3 sRaGCN<
 @3,jRaY<�a,C�YLRa�I3c",3aNY,@

URCNj �a3 NRj �Is�wc 3�cCIw Ua30C,j30 �N0 LC<@j $3 0n3 jR
cRL3 0Ccjna$�N,3 cn,@ �c nNGNRsN L�,@CN3 ,RN~<na�jCRN
,@�N<3c )k*Y i@3a38Ra3. ,I3�NCN< j@3 jnN3 jCL3 c3aC3c Cc NRj
�Is�wc cja�C<@j8Ras�a0. CN U�ajC,nI�a s@3N j@3a3 Cc � ,@�N<3
CN j@3 sRaGCN< URCNjY � URccC$I3 cja�j3<w sRnI0 $3 jR ja3�j
j@3 0�j� $w ,I3�NCN< j@3 0C{3a3Nj c3<L3Njc �ccR,C�j30 jR
j@3 0C{3a3Nj sRaGCN< URCNjc. $nj j@Cc L3�Nc j@�j s3 N330
jR a3A�0�Uj Rna ,I3�NCN< �I<RaCj@L 3q3aw jCL3Y i@3a38Ra3.
Cj L�G3c j@3 ,I3�NCN< UaR,3cc 0C|,nIj jR <3N3a�ICy3 ncCN<
,I�ccC,�I jRRIcY

?3a3 s3 ,RNcC03a � 0C{3a3Nj �UUaR�,@Y BNcj3�0 R8 ,I3�NCN<
j@3 jCL3 c3aC3c. j@3 C03� Cc jR �,j RN j@3 jnN3 cU�,3 	ǋׁ ǋׅ

�UUIwCN< ,Incj3aCN< �I<RaCj@Lc CN Ra03a jR 0CcjCN<nCc@ NRCc3
8aRL cC<N�I �N0 �j j@3 c�L3 jCL3 jR C03NjC8w j@3 0C{3a3Nj
sRaGCN< URCNjc Ua3c3Nj 0naCN< j@3 0�j� �,\nCcCjCRN UaR,3ccY
BN j@3 N3uj c3,jCRN j@3 0C{3a3Nj ,Incj3aCN< �I<RaCj@Lc ,RNA
cC03a30 �a3 $aC3�w CNjaR0n,30Y

+Hmbi2`BM; �H;Q`Bi?Kb
+Incj3aCN< Cc RN3 R8 j@3 LRcj URUnI�a L�,@CN3 I3�aNCN<

j3,@NC\n3c 8Ra 0�j� ,I�ccC~,�jCRN �N0 �NRL�Iw 03j3,jCRNY
�LRN< Rj@3ac. GAL3�Nc Cc $aR�0Iw nc30 8Ra 0�j� ,Incj3aCN<Y
?Rs3q3a. Cj a3\nCa3c jR GNRs j@3 NnL$3a R8 ,Incj3ac $38Ra3A
@�N0 s@C,@ Cc CLURccC$I3 Ra q3aw 0C|,nIj jR Ua30C,j CN j@3
,�c3 R8 jnN3 L3�cna3L3NjY 7Ra j@�j a3�cRN. GAL3�Nc Cc NRj
,RNcC03a30 8Ra jnN3 ,I3�NCN< �N0 Rj@3a �I<RaCj@Lc �a3 $3CN<
3uUIRa30Y

/3NcCjw #�c30 b,�N
/3NcCjw $�c30 c,�N V/#b+�MW Cc � ,Incj3aCN< �I<RA

aCj@L ):* s@C,@. <Cq3N � c3j R8 URCNjc CN cRL3 cU�,3. <aRnUc
jR<3j@3a URCNjc j@�j �a3 ,IRc3Iw U�,G30 jR<3j@3a. L�aGCN<
�c RnjIC3ac URCNjc j@�j IC3 �IRN3 CN IRsA03NcCjw a3<CRNcY i@3
jsR CNUnj U�a�L3j3ac s3 N330 jR CN,In03 �a3 j@3 L�uCLnL
0Ccj�N,3 $3js33N jsR c�LUI3c ٶ 8Ra RN3 jR $3 ,RNcC03a30 �c
CN j@3 N3C<@$Ra@RR0 R8 j@3 Rj@3a �N0 j@3 NnL$3a R8 c�LUI3cǈ CN � N3C<@$Ra@RR0 8Ra � URCNj jR $3 ,RNcC03a30 �c � ,Ra3
URCNjY i@3 U�ajC,nI�a ,@�a�,j3aCcjC,c R8 j@Cc �I<RaCj@L L�G3c
Cj q3aw cnCj�$I3 8Ra jnN3 ,I3�NCN<Y

HR,�I QnjIC3a 7�,jRa
i@3 IR,�I RnjIC3a 8�,jRa VHQ7W �I<RaCj@L Cc $�c30 RN �
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cCLCI�a 03NcCjw. �N0 URCNjc j@�j @�q3 � cn$cj�NjC�IIw IRs3a
03NcCjw j@�N j@3Ca N3C<@$Rac VRnjIC3acWY
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MC4: Hadron Accelerators

A04 Circular Accelerators

?HAH?+ HQ+�H HBM2�` QTiB+b +Q``2+iBQM
�i i?2 BMi2`�+iBQM `2;BQMb

?Y ;�a,C�AKRa�I3c. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. Qu8Ra0. mNCj30 FCN<0RL
DY +�a0RN�. mNCq3acC0�0 M�,CRN�I 03 +RIRL$C�. #R<Rj�. +RIRL$C�

2Y 7RI. `Y iRL�c ;�a,ŝ�. +2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

�$cja�,j
K�<N3jC, CLU3a83,jCRNc R8 j@3 ?HAH?+ CNN3a jaCUI3j �a3

3uU3,j30 jR <3N3a�j3 � cC<NC~,�Nj ٝA$3�jCN<Y 7Ra j@�j a3�cRN.
CLUaRq30 IR,�I RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN j3,@NC\n3c �j j@3 IRsAٝ CNA
c3ajCRNc Cc 3cc3NjC�I jR 3Ncna3 � @C<@ InLCNRcCjw U3a8RaL�N,3
CN j@3 ?HAH?+Y BN j@Cc cjn0w. s3 ,RLU�a3 0C{3a3Nj cja�j3A
<C3c 8Ra IR,�I RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN �j j@3 BNj3a�,jCRN `3<CRNc
sCj@ a3cU3,j jR j@3Ca ~N�I U3a8RaL�N,3 CN j3aLc R8 a3cC0n�IٝA$3�jCN<Y bnU3aqCc30 I3�aNCN< j3,@NC\n3c �a3 �IcR 3uUIRa30
jR Ua30C,j j@3 CNN3a jaCUI3j L�<N3jC, 3aaRa ,RNjaC$njCRNcY

BMi`Q/m+iBQM
i@3 U3a8RaL�N,3 R8 j@3 8njna3 nU<a�03 R8 j@3 H?+. j@3

cR ,�II30 ?HAH?+. a3IC3c RN @C<@A<a�0C3Nj BNN3a iaCUI3j
VBiW \n�0anURI3c IR,�j30 ,IRc3 jR j@3 0C{3a3Nj CNj3a�,jCRN
URCNjc VBTcWY i@3 �,,na�j3 $3�LA$�c30 ,Raa3,jCRN R8 I�jjC,3
CLU3a83,jCRNc a3I�jCN< jR j@3c3 \n�0anURI3c CN j@3 BNj3a�,jCRN
`3<CRNc VB`cW Cc j@3a38Ra3 8nN0�L3Nj�I )S. l*Y

BN j@Cc U�U3a s3 cnLL�aCy3 j@3 UaR<a3cc L�03 ncCN< 0C8A
83a3Nj j3,@NC\n3c a3I�j30 jR IR,�I ,Raa3,jCRN RUjC,cY 7Cacj. s3
03c,aC$3 j@3 cRajCN< �N0 U�CaCN< cja�j3<C3c jR LCNCLCy3 j@3
CLU�,j R8 L�<N3jC, 3aaRac CN j@3 Bi L�<N3jcY b3,RN0. s3
03c,aC$3 � j3,@NC\n3 $�c30 RN cnU3aqCc30 I3�aNCN< jR Ua30C,j
\n�0anURI3 3aaRac CN �II \n�0anURI3c R8 j@3 ?HAH?+Y i@3N.
s3 $aC3�w c@Rs j@3 UaR<a3cc L�03 RN j@3 �UUIC,�jCRN. 8Ra j@3
~acj jCL3. R8 j@3 �,jCRNAT@�c3 EnLU ,Raa3,jCRN j3,@NC\n3 )k*
�UUIC30 jR j@3 ?HAH?+ I�jjC,3Y 7CN�IIw. s3 3uUIRa3 j@3 ,RNA
,3Uj R8 `3CN8Ra,3L3Nj H3�aNCN< CN j@3 ,RNj3uj R8 IR,�I RUjC,c
,Raa3,jCRNY

BMM2` i`BTH2i [m�/`mTQH2 bQ`iBM;
i@3 CNN3a jaCUI3j Cc ,RLURc30 R8 j@a33 \n�0anURI3c U3a BT

cC03. c33 7C<Y SY 2�,@ R8 j@3c3 \n�0anURI3c Cc cUICj CN jsR
0C{3a3Nj U�ajcY � cja�j3<w jR U�ajC�IIw LCjC<�j3 j@3 CLU�,j
R8 L�<N3jC, CLU3a83,jCRNc CN j@3 CNN3a jaCUI3j Cc jR URs3a CN
U�Cac j@3 jsR nNCjc R8 3�,@ jaCUI3j L�<N3jY BN �00CjCRN. j@3
0C{3a3Nj nNCjc R8 [l V[l� �N0 [l#W �a3 cRaj30 CN cn,@ �
s�w j@�j j@3 jRj�I 3aaRa CNjaR0n,30 Cc LCNCLCc30Y

BN <3N3a�I. j@3 3aaRa �ccR,C�j30 jR j@3 \n�0anURI3 <a�0C3Nj
,�N $3 03,RLURc30 CNjR j@a33 L�CN ,RNjaC$njCRNc- �N 3aaRa
�ccR,C�j30 sCj@ j@3 L�<N3jC, <a�0C3Nj Cjc3I8 �N0 jsR 3aaRac
�ccR,C�j30 sCj@ j@3 L�<N3jC, L3�cna3L3Njc. j@3 a�N0RL �N0
j@3 cwcj3L�jC, 3aaRacY

�Ij@Rn<@ j@3 a�N0RL 3aaRac ,�N $3 3cjCL�j30 j@aRn<@ 030A
C,�j30 L3�cna3L3Njc. j@3 03j3aLCN�jCRN R8 j@3 cwcj3L�jC,
,RLURN3Nj a3L�CNc LRa3 ,@�II3N<CN<Y r3 sCII c33 I�j3a
 @3,jRaY<�a,C�YLRa�I3c",3aNY,@

7C<na3 S- bG3j,@ R8 j@3 CNN3a jaCUI3j a3<CRNY

j@�j j@Cc ,RLURN3Nj ,�N $3 Ua30C,j30 $w �UUIwCN< cnU3aqCc30
I3�aNCN< j3,@NC\n3c jR RUjC,c L3�cna3L3Njc �aRnN0 j@3 aCN<Y
i@3 ,Raa3cURN0CN< 3aaRac CNjaR0n,30 CN cCLnI�jCRNc CN j@3
CNN3a jaCUI3j \n�0anURI3c �a3 cnLL�aCy30 CN i�$I3 SY i@3
<a�0C3Nj �N0 L3�cna3L3Nj 3aaRac 8RIIRs � ;�nccC�N 0CcjaC$nA
jCRN ,nj �j ٮ� s@CI3 j@3 cwcj3L�jC, 3aaRac 8RIIRs � nNC8RaL
0CcjaC$njCRNY

i�$I3 S- 2aaRac VCN )��ͳ* mNCjcW �N0 �g# mNCjc bRajCN< �N0
T�CaCN< TRccC$CICjC3c R8 j@3 BNN3a iaCUI3j K�<N3jc

K�<N3j ;a�0Y K3�cY bwcjY bRajCN< T�CaCN<
[Sg[k 9z l Sz MR v3c

[l 9z l Sz v3c v3c

bmT2`pBb2/ H2�`MBM; 7Q`
[m�/`mTQH2 2``Q` T`2/B+iBQM
i@3 L�<N3jC, 3aaRac RN j@3 jaCUI3j \n�0anURI3c �a3 RN3

R8 j@3 L�CN cRna,3c R8 ٝA$3�jCN< NRj RNIw CN j@3 B`c $nj
�IcR �aRnN0 j@3 s@RI3 aCN<Y #3CN< �$I3 jR 03j3aLCN3 j@3
L�<N3jC, 3aaRa Cc CLURaj�Nj jR U3a8RaL � $3jj3a ,Raa3,jCRNY
BN � cCLCI�a s�w j@�j s�c 0RN3 CN j@3 H?+ ):. 9*. s3 @�q3
ja�CN30 � a3<a3ccCRN LR03I jR Ua30C,j j@3 L�<N3jC, 3aaRa R8
�II aCN< \n�0anURI3c CN,In0CN< j@3 3aaRa R8 j@3 CNN3a jaCUI3j
\n�0anURI3cY

/�j� ;3N3a�jCRN
BN Ra03a jR <3N3a�j3 j@3 0�j� a3\nCa30 jR ja�CN j@3 LR03I.

4zzzz 0C{3a3Nj L�,@CN3c @�q3 $33N cCLnI�j30 ncCN< K�/t.
3�,@ 8RIIRsCN< � a�N0RL 0CcjaC$njCRN R8 j@3 L�<N3jC, 3aaRac
CN j@3 \n�0anURI3c 8RIIRsCN< j@3 q�In3c c@RsN CN i�$I3 SY
7aRL 3�,@ R8 j@3 c330c j@3 ,Raa3cURN0CN< q�In3c R8 j@3
\n�0anURI3c 3aaRac @�q3 $33N a3,Ra030 �N0 CNjaR0n,30 �c j�aA
<3j q�In3c �c s3II �c j@3 q�In3c R8 j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRNc �j #TKc
,IRc3cj jR j@3 0C{3a3Nj BT. j@3 U@�c3 �0q�N,3 0C{3a3N,3 8aRL
j@3 C03�I LR03I �II �aRnN0 j@3 aCN< �N0 j@3 NRaL�ICy30 0CcU3aA
cCRN s@C,@ �a3 nc30 �c 83�jna3c jR ja�CN j@3 a3<a3ccCRN LR03IY
i@Cc Cc � cCLUIC~30 LR03I �N0 NR NRCc3 ,Raa3cURN0CN< jR j@3
�,jn�I L3�cna3L3Nj 0�j� s�c CN,In030Y
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MC4: Hadron Accelerators

A04 Circular Accelerators

+QKT�`BbQM Q7 b2;K2MiA#vAb2;K2Mi �M/ �+iBQMAT?�b2ADmKT
i2+?MB[m2b BM i?2 +�H+mH�iBQM Q7

B` HQ+�H +Q``2+iBQMb BM H?+
?Y ;�a,C�AKRa�I3c. mNCq3acCjw R8 Qu8Ra0. mNCj30 FCN<0RL. +2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

DY +�a0RN�. mNCq3acC0�0 M�,CRN�I 03 +RIRL$C�. +RIRL$C�
`Y iRL�c ;�a,ŝ�. +2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

�$cja�,j
i@3 ,Raa3,jCRN R8 j@3 IR,�I RUjC,c �j j@3 BNj3a�,jCRN `3A

<CRNc R8 j@3 H?+ Cc ,an,C�I jR 3Ncna3 � <RR0 U3a8RaL�N,3
R8 j@3 L�,@CN3Y BN j@Cc U�U3a. s3 ,RLU�a3 jsR 0C{3a3Nj
j3,@NC\n3c 8Ra IR,�I RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN- �,jCRNAT@�c3 DnLU
�N0 b3<L3NjA$wAb3<L3Nj j3,@NC\n3cY i@3 ,RLU�aCcRN Cc
L�03 CN qC3s R8 8njna3 L�,@CN3 ,RN~<na�jCRNc cn,@ �c `nN
k H?+ RUjC,c �N0 ?HAH?+ RUjC,cY

BMi`Q/m+iBQM
HR,�I ,Raa3,jCRNc R8 L�<N3jC, 3aaRac CN j@3 CNj3a�,jCRN

a3<CRNc VB`cW R8 j@3 H?+ �a3 3cc3NjC�I jR �,@C3q3 j@3 L�uA
CLnL URccC$I3 InLCNRcCjw 8Ra j@3 3uU3aCL3Njc IR,�j30 CN
j@3c3 a3<CRNc �N0 jR CLUaRq3 j@3 Rq3a�II U3a8RaL�N,3 R8 j@3
�,,3I3a�jRaY b3q3a�I j3,@NC\n3c @�q3 $33N �UUIC30 CN j@3 U�cj
jR ,Raa3,j $Rj@ ICN3�a �N0 NRNAICN3�a RUjC,c )S*Y ?Rs3q3a. j@3
03L�N0c 8Ra H?+ `nN k �N0 Cjc 8njna3 nU<a�03 ?HAH?+ a3A
\nCa3 N3s j3,@NC\n3c jR UaRqC03 �,,na�j3 RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRNc
CN Ra03a jR L33j j@3 03cC<N U3a8RaL�N,3 R8 j@3 L�,@CN3 NRj
RNIw CN j3aLc R8 CNj3<a�j30 InLCNRcCjw $nj �IcR CN j3aLc R8
InLCNRcCjw CL$�I�N,3 $3js33N j@3 jsR L�CN 3uU3aCL3Njc-
�iH�b �N0 +Kb. s@C,@ Lncj a3L�CN $3IRs ��Y

#38Ra3 $3CN< nc30 CN ,RLLCccCRNCN< Ra a3<nI�a RU3a�A
jCRNc. N3s RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN j3,@NC\n3c U3a8RaL�N,3 Lncj
$3 j3cj30 CN cCLnI�jCRNc �N0 ,RLU�a30 jR ,naa3Nj ,Raa3,jCRN
j3,@NC\n3cY BN j@Cc U�U3a s3 ,RNcC03a j@3 �,jCRN �N0 T@�c3
DnLU j3,@NC\n3 )l* �c � UaRLCcCN< �Ij3aN�jCq3 jR j@3 ,naa3Nj
j3,@NC\n3 $�c30 RN b3<L3NjA$wAb3<L3Nj )k.:* ,Raa3,jCRN CN
j@3 H?+ RUjC,c ,RN~<na�jCRN �N0 j@3 U3a8RaL�N,3 R8 $Rj@
j3,@NC\n3c nN03a j@3 c�L3 L�,@CN3 ,RN0CjCRNc Cc ,RLU�a30Y

B` HQ+�H +Q``2+iBQM i2+?MB[m2b
BN j@3 B`. ICN3�a RUjC,c Cc ncn�IIw ,Raa3,j30 IR,�IIw ncCN<

j@3 b3<L3NjA$wAb3<L3Nj Vb$bW j3,@NC\n3Y ?Rs3q3a. Rj@3a
�Ij3aN�jCq3 L3j@R0c �a3 ,RNcC03a30Y BN j@Cc c3,jCRN j@3 �,jCRN
�N0 T@�c3 DnLU j3,@NC\n3 Cc ,RLU�a30 jR b$bY

b3<L3NjA$wAb3<L3Nj i3,@NC\n3
i@3 b3<L3NjA$wAb3<L3Nj j3,@NC\n3 s�c 03q3IRU30 �j

j@3 H?+ 8Ra j@3 ,RLUnj�jCRN R8 RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRNc 8Ra IR,�I.
cjaRN< 3aaRa cRna,3cY i@3 C03� Cc jR anN j@3 K�/At ,R03 CN
� c3,jCRN R8 j@3 �,,3I3a�jRa CN $3js33N jsR $3�L URcCjCRN
LRNCjRac V#TKcWY i@3 RUjC,�I 8nN,jCRNc 03aCq30 8aRL j@3
L3�cna30 jnaNA$wAjnaN 0�j� �a3 j@3 cj�aj U�a�L3j3ac R8 j@3
cCLnI�jCRNY 7Ra j@3 ,Raa3,jCRN R8 j@3 RUjC,c. j@3 cCLnI�j30
 @3,jRaY<�a,C�YLRa�I3c",3aNY,@

7C<na3 S- bG3j,@ R8 j@3 �,jCRN �N0 T@�c3 EnLU j3,@NC\n3
UaCN,CUI3Y

U@�c3 �0q�N,3 $3js33N #TKc Cc ,RLU�a30 jR j@3 L3�cna30
RN3Y �Nw 03qC�jCRN $3js33N j@3 jsR q�In3c ,�N $3. CN UaCNA
,CUI3. ,Raa3,j30 sCj@ \n�0anURI3c CNcC03 j@3 c3<L3NjY i@Cc
j3,@NC\n3 @�c UaRq3N jR sRaG q3aw s3II 8Ra ,Raa3,jCN< IR,�I
RUjC,c CN j@3 H?+ 0naCN< `nN S �N0 `nN lY ?Rs3q3a. 8Ra
j@3 ?HAH?+ nU<a�03. N3s ,Raa3,jCRN j3,@NC\n3c �a3 $3CN<
3uUIRa30Y

�,jCRNAT@�c3 DnLU i3,@NC\n3

�,jCRN �N0 T@�c3 DnLU V�TDW j3,@NC\n3 Cc RN3 R8 j@3 �q�CIA
�$I3 L3j@R0c jR U3a8RaL L�<N3jC, 3aaRa ,Raa3,jCRNY i@Cc
L3j@R0 Cc $�c30 CN j@3 UaCN,CUI3 R8 Ua3c3aq�jCRN R8 �,jCRN
�N0 T@�c3 q�aC�$I3c CN j@3 �$c3N,3 R8 L�<N3jC, 3aaRacY BN
7C<Y S j@3 UaCN,CUI3 R8 j@3 �,jCRN T@�c3 DnLU j3,@NC\n3 Cc
c@RsNY #38Ra3 3Nj3aCN< j@3 B`. j@3 �,jCRN Cc 3\n�I jR Ǆա �N0
,@�N<3c jR Ǆֱ 0n3 jR j@3 L�<N3jC, 3aaRac Ua3c3Nj CN j@3 I38j
jaCUI3j R8 j@3 B`Y bCLCI�aIw 8Ra j@3 U@�c3- Cj ,@�N<3c 8aRLٟա $38Ra3 3Nj3aCN< j@3 B` jR ٟџ �8j3a 3uCjCN< Cj �N0 �j j@3 BT
j�G3c j@3 q�In3 ֱٟY i@3 C03� Cc jR nc3 j@3 �,jCRN �N0 U@�c3
EnLUc jR ~N0 j@3 L�<N3jC, 3aaRac Ra. �j I3�cj. j@3 ,Raa3,jCRNc
j@�j cnUUa3cc j@Rc3 EnLUcY � LRa3 03j�CI30 03c,aCUjCRN R8
j@Cc j3,@NC\n3 ,�N $3 8RnN0 CN )l*Y
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`2+QMbi`m+iBQM Q7 HBM2�` QTiB+b Q#b2`p�#H2b
mbBM; bmT2`pBb2/ H2�`MBM;

2Y 7RI. ?Y ;�a,C�AKRa�I3c. `Y iRL�c
+2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

�$cja�,j
BN j@3 H?+. LRcj R8 j@3 RUjC,�I 8nN,jCRNc ,�N $3 R$A

j�CN30 8aRL jnaNA$wAjnaN $3�L ,3NjaRC0 0�j�Y ?Rs3q3a. j@3
L3�cna3L3Nj R8 cn,@ R$c3aq�$I3c �c ٝ �N0 j@3 0CcU3acCRN
8nN,jCRN a3\nCa3 cU3,C�I 030C,�j30 j3,@NC\n3c �N0 �00CjCRN�I
RU3a�jCRN�I jCL3Y BN j@Cc sRaG. s3 UaRURc3 �N �Ij3aN�jCq3
�UUaR�,@ jR 3cjCL�j3 j@3c3 R$c3aq�$I3c ncCN< cnU3aqCc30
L�,@CN3 I3�aNCN<. CN ,�c3 j@3 030C,�j30 L3�cna3L3Njc �a3
NRj �q�CI�$I3 $nj jnaNA$wAjnaN 0�j� �a3Y i@3 U3a8RaL�N,3 R8
03q3IRU30 3cjCL�jRac Cc 03LRNcja�j30 RN H?+ cCLnI�jCRNcY
+RLU�aCcRN jR ja�0CjCRN�I j3,@NC\n3c 8Ra j@3 ,RLUnj�jCRN R8ٝA8nN,jCRN sCII $3 �IcR UaRqC030Y

KQiBp�iBQM
BN Ra03a jR R$j�CN j@3 NRaL�ICc30 0CcU3acCRN 8nN,jCRN. c3qA

3a�I $3�L 3u,Cj�jCRNc RNA �N0 R{ALRL3NjnL �a3 a3\nCa30Y
+RNcC03aCN< jnaNA$wAjnaN LRjCRN CN j@3 �$c3N,3 R8 $3j�jaRN
,RnUICN<. j@3 q3ajC,�I 0CcU3acCRN ,�N $3 N3<I3,j30Y i@3 NRaA
L�ICc30 @RaCyRNj�I 0CcU3acCRN կׂဨׂݸ Cc nc30 �c �N R$c3aq�$I3
s@C,@ 0R3c NRj 03U3N0 RN #TK ,�IC$a�jCRN. �c Cj Cc ,�I,nA
I�j30 �c � a�jCR $3js33N jsR ,�IC$a�jCRNA03U3N03Nj \n�NjCjC3c.
,�N,3IICN< j@3 3{3,j R8 ,�IC$a�jCRN 8�,jRa )S*Y `3,RNcjan,jCN<
j@3 NRaL�ICc30 0CcU3acCRN 8aRL � cCN<I3 ja�Ncq3ac3 $3�L 3uA
,Cj�jCRN. sCj@Rnj �Nw LRL3NjnL c@C8j. ,�N c�q3 RU3a�jCRN�I
jCL3 $w �qRC0CN< NnL3aRnc L3�cna3L3Nj �,\nCcCjCRNc sCj@
RNA �N0 R{ALRL3NjnL ,RN0CjCRNcY

i@3 ٝA8nN,jCRN �j BNj3a�,jCRN TRCNjc VBTcW. �IcR a383aa30
jR �c ٝ. Cc jwUC,�IIw ,RLUnj30 CN j@3 H?+ ncCN< j@3 ǝA
LR0nI�jCRN j3,@NC\n3 )l. k*. s@C,@ �IcR UaR0n,3c �,,na�j3ٝ L3�cna3L3Njc �j j@3 #TKc N3uj jR j@3 BTc R8 8Rna L�CN
3uU3aCL3NjcY +RNjaRI R8 j@3 $3�L CN j@3 BTc Cc ,an,C�I jR
3Ncna3 InLCNRcCjw $�I�N,3 $3js33N 3uU3aCL3NjcY BN,In0CN<ٝ �c � ,RNcja�CNj CN j@3 <IR$�I ,Raa3,jCRN ,RLUnj�jCRN CLA
UaRq3c j@3 a3cnIjc R8 3uCcjCN< ,Raa3,jCRN j3,@NC\n3cY i@Cc
,RN,3aNc j@3 ,naa3NjIw nc30 a3cURNc3 L�jaCu �UUaR�,@. �c
s3II �c � a3,3NjIw 03q3IRU30 KHA$�c30 RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN
j3,@NC\n3 ):* jR $3 j3cj30 CN H?+ `nN BBB ,RLLCccCRNCN<Y

#3cC03c UaRqC0CN< �00CjCRN�I CNUnj jR RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN
�I<RaCj@Lc. j@Cc �UUaR�,@ ,�N $3 �0q�Nj�<3Rnc �IcR 8Ra j@3
�N�IwcCc R8 @CcjRaC,�I 0�j� s@3a3 j@3 L3�cna3L3Njc R8 cn,@
R$c3aq�$I3c @�q3 NRj $33N U3a8RaL30Y

BMi`Q/m+iBQM iQ bmT2`pBb2/
H2�`MBM;

BN j@Cc cjn0w. s3 3LUIRw j@3 ,RN,3Uj R8 cnU3aqCc30 I3�aNA
CN< CN Ra03a jR $nCI0 ICN3�a a3<a3ccCRN LR03Ic 8Ra j@3 Ua30C,A
jCRN R8 NRaL�ICc30 0CcU3acCRN �N0 ٝA8nN,jCRN 8aRL j@3 U@�c3
 3I3N�Y8RI",3aNY,@

�0q�N,3 03qC�jCRNc 8aRL NRLCN�I 03cC<NY iR CLUI3L3Nj
j@3 cnU3aqCc30 I3�aNCN< �UUaR�,@. � 0�j� c3j ,RNcCcjCN< R8
,Raa3I�j30 CNUnj �N0 RnjUnj q�aC�$I3c N330c jR $3 UaRqC030Y
bCN,3 j@3 a3I�jCRN $3js33N U@�c3 �0q�N,3c �N0 j@3 RUjC,c
8nN,jCRNc jR $3 Ua30C,j30 Cc GNRsN jR $3 ICN3�a. � ICN3�a a3A
<a3ccCRN LR03I. cR ,�II30 `C0<3 `3<a3ccCRN )9* Cc �UUIC30Y
i@Cc ,@RC,3 �IIRsc 8�cj3a ja�CNCN< �N0 3�c3 j@3 LR03I U�a�LA
3j3a jnNCN< CN ,RLU�aCcRN jR NRNAICN3�a ,RLUI3u LR03Ic.
cn,@ �c N3na�I N3jsRaGcY

i@3 `C0<3 a3<a3ccCRN LR03I LCNCLCc3c j@3 a3cC0n�I cnL
R8 c\n�a3c $3js33N j@3 jan3 j�a<3jc CN j@3 ja�CNCN< 0�j�. �N0
j@3 j�a<3jc Ua30C,j30 $w j@3 ICN3�a �UUaRuCL�jCRNY i@3 jnNCN<
U�a�L3j3a ٜ Cc a3cURNcC$I3 8Ra j@3 s3C<@jcȕ a3<nI�aCc�jCRN A
� cU3,C�I j3,@NC\n3 jR ,RNjaRI j@3 s3C<@jcȕ nU0�j3 0naCN< j@3
ja�CNCN<Y i@3 a3<a3ccCRN UaR$I3L Cc 8RaL�IIw 03c,aC$30 �c
j@3 c\n�a3 R8 j@3 2n,IC03�N NRaL

LCNֽ ]] ୩ǒǩ  ୩ǫ]]ӝӝ � ٜ]]ǩ]]ӝӝ VSW

s@3a3 ǩ Cc j@3 L�jaCu ,RNj�CNCN< j@3 s3C<@jc R8 j@3 a3<a3cA
cCRN LR03I. ୩ǒ Cc j@3 CNUnj 0�j� q3,jRa �N0 ୩ǫ j@3 q3,jRa R8
j�a<3jc jR $3 Ua30C,j30 $w j@3 LR03IY r3 �IcR nc3 � cU3,C�I
j3,@NC\n3 jR CLUaRq3 j@3 Ua30C,jCRN \n�ICjw RN nNc33N 0�j�
,�II30 $�<<CN<Y #�<<CN< Cc $�c30 RN j@3 C03� R8 ja�CNCN<
c3q3a�I 3cjCL�jRac RN cn$c3jc R8 �q�CI�$I3 ja�CNCN< 0�j� �N0
ncCN< j@3 �q3a�<3 R8 Ua30C,jCRNc L�03 $w cCN<I3 3cjCL�jRac
�c ~N�I Ua30C,jCRN R8 � j�a<3j q�In3Y BN j@Cc cjn0w. RUjCL�I
LR03I U�a�L3j3ac 8RnN0 $w ncCN< ,aRccAq�IC0�jCRN �a3 Sz
`C0<3 3cjCL�jRac ,RL$CN30 CNjR RN3 LR03I. 3�,@ ncCN< 4zX
R8 ja�CNCN< 0�j� �N0 a3<nI�aCc�jCRN U�a�L3j3a ٜ 5 �  ��ӗY

/�i� �M/ KQ/2H ;2M2`�iBQM
BN Ra03a jR ,a3�j3 � 0�j� c3j 8Ra j@3 a3,RNcjan,jCRN R8 NRaA

L�ICc30 0CcU3acCRN �N0 ٝA8nN,jCRN. j@Rnc�N0c R8 K�/At
cCLnI�jCRNc 8Ra ٝ 5 :z ,L RUjC,c. CNjaR0n,CN< 0C{3a3Nj
0CcjaC$njCRNc R8 \n�0anURI�a <a�0C3Nj 3aaRac @�q3 $33N U3aA
8RaL30Y bU3,C~,�IIw j@Cc RUjC,c c3jjCN< Cc nc30 CN j@3 cCLA
nI�jCRNc cCN,3 cL�II ٝ L3�cna3L3Njc ,�N ICLCj j@3 U3aA
8RaL�N,3 R8 ja�0CjCRN�I L3�cna3L3Njc j3,@NC\n3c cn,@ �cǝALR0nI�jCRNY

i@3 a3\nCa30 CNUnj 83�jna3c �N0 RnjUnj j�a<3jc �a3 3uja�,j30
8aRL j@3 <3N3a�j30 cCLnI�jCRNcY 7aRL � cCN<I3 cCLnI�jCRN.
jsR 0C{3a3Nj 0�j� c�LUI3c �a3 UaR0n,30. CY3Y 3LUIRwCN<
3Cj@3a j@3 cCLnI�j30 NRaL�ICc30 0CcU3acCRN 03qC�jCRNc 8aRL
NRLCN�I LR03I CN j@3 3NjCa3 I�jjC,3 �c c�LUI3 RnjUnj Ra ٝA
8nN,jCRN �j j@3 #TKc I38j �N0 aC<@j 8aRL BTc S. l. 9 �N0
4Y �c CNUnj. U@�c3 �0q�N,3 03qC�jCRNc 8aRL j@3 NRLCN�I
LR03I �a3 nc30 CN $Rj@ 0�j� c3jcY iR UaRqC03 a3�ICcjC, 0�j�.
j@3 U@�c3 �0q�N,3c CN,In03 j@3 NRCc3 3cjCL�j30 8aRL H?+
L3�cna3L3NjcY BN jRj�I. 4zzzz cCLnI�jCRNc �a3 <3N3a�j30.
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QTiB+b K2�bm`2K2Mib �M/ +Q``2+iBQM
TH�Mb 7Q` i?2 ?HAH?+

iY T3accRN. tY #n{�j. 7Y +�aIC3a. DY +R3IIR. `Y /3 K�aC�. DY /CIIw. 2Y 7RI.
/Y ;�L$�. ?Y ;�a,ŝ� KRa�I3c. �Y ;�a,ŝ�Ai�$�a3c. KY ;CRq�NNRyyC. KY ?R83a.

2Y D�,,@3aC ?ǹw0�IcqCG. DY F3CNjy3I. KY H3 ;�aa3,. 2Y ?Y K�,I3�N. HY K�ICN�. TY bGRsaRNcGC.
7Y bRn$3I3j. `Y iRL�c. 7Y p�N 03a p3G3N. HY p�N `C3c3NA?�nUj. �Y r3<c,@3C03a.

/Y rY rRI8. +2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

�$cja�,j
i@3 ?C<@ HnLCNRcCjw H?+ V?HAH?+W sCII a3\nCa3 cjaCNA

<3Nj RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN jR RU3a�j3 c�83Iw �N0 03ICq3a j@3 03cC<N
InLCNRcCjw jR j@3 3uU3aCL3NjcY BN Ra03a jR �,@C3q3 j@Cc. c3qA
3a�I N3s L3j@R0c 8Ra RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRN @�q3 $33N 03q3IRU30Y
BN j@Cc �ajC,I3. s3 RnjICN3 cRL3 R8 j@3c3 L3j@R0c �N0 s3 03A
c,aC$3 j@3 3NqCcCRN30 cja�j3<w R8 @Rs jR nc3 j@3L CN Ra03a jR
a3�,@ j@3 ,@�II3N<CN< a3\nCa3L3Njc R8 j@3 ?HAH?+ U@wcC,c
UaR<a�LY

BMi`Q/m+iBQM
i@3 a3UI�,3L3Nj R8 j@3 jaCUI3j L�<N3jc CN j@3 �iH�b �N0

+Kb BNj3a�,jCRN `3<CRNc VB`cW sCII 3N�$I3 jR a3�,@ � ٝ R8
S9 ,L 8Ra aRnN0 RUjC,c �N0 eY9 ,L 8Ra ��j RUjC,c )S*Y i@3
L�,@CN3 I�wRnj �N0 ٝA8nN,jCRNc �aRnN0 j@3 CNj3a�,jCRN URCNj
VBTW S �a3 c@RsN CN 7C<Y SY i@3 I�a<3 ٝA8nN,jCRNc CN j@3 jaCUI3j
L�<N3jc sCII a3\nCa3 j@�j $Rj@ ICN3�a �N0 NRNICN3�a 3aaRac �a3
s3II ,Raa3,j30. jR $3 �$I3 jR c�83Iw RU3a�j3 j@3 L�,@CN3 �N0
jR 03ICq3a j@3 03cC<N InLCNRcCjw jR $Rj@ �iH�b �N0 +KbY

7C<na3 S- i@3 I�wRnj �N0 j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRNc ,IRc3 jR BTS 8Ra
aRnN0 RUjC,c. sCj@ � ٝ R8 S9 ,LY

BN Ra03a jR nN03acj�N0 j@3 $�,G<aRnN0 R8 j@3 03q3IRUL3Nj
R8 j@3 L3j@R0c 03c,aC$30 CN j@Cc �ajC,I3. cRL3 R8 j@3 G3w
a3\nCa3L3Njc �a3 ICcj30 $3IRs-

Ë BN Ra03a jR <n�a�Nj33 c�83 L�,@CN3 ,RN0CjCRNc. j@3 U3�GٝA$3�jCN< c@RnI0 $3 $3IRs lzX �j �II IR,�jCRNcY
Ë i@3 ٝA$3�jCN< Vj@3 a3I�jCq3 03qC�jCRN R8 j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRN

�j j@3 BTW c@RnI0 $3 $3IRs lY9X 8Ra �iH�b �N0 +KbY
Ë i@3 ǋ֕օ֙ו � ]ƽ]. j@3 ,IRc3cj j@3 ja�Ncq3ac3 jnN3c ,�N

�UUaR�,@ 3�,@ Rj@3a. c@RnI0 $3 G3Uj $3IRs ��ӗ )l*Y
Ë i@3 a3cC0n�I IR,�I ICN3�a ,RnUICN< �j j@3 BT c@RnI0 a3cnIj

CN � InLCNRcCjw a30n,jCRN R8 NRj LRa3 j@�N SXY

Ë i@3 R,jnURI�a 3aaRac CN j@3 jaCUI3j c@RnI0 $3 IR,�IIw
,Raa3,j30 jR G33U j@3 <3N3a�j30 �LUICjn03 03jnNCN<
sCj@CN 03cC<N jRI3a�N,3c 8Ra H�N0�n 0�LUCN< )l*Y

Ë i@3 ,Raa3,jCRNc R8 j@3 NRNICN3�a LnIjCURI�a ,RLURN3Njc
c@RnI0 $3 sCj@CN kzX R8 j@3 C03�I RN3c CN Ra03a NRj jR
cC<NC~,�NjIw CLU�,j j@3 0wN�LC, �U3ajna3 )k*Y

K2�bm`BM; �M/ +Q``2+iBM; ٝ
/naCN< j@3 H?+ `nN S. j@3 IR,�I RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRNc ,IRc3

jR j@3 B`c s3a3 RNIw $�c30 RN j@3 U@�c3 �0q�N,3 L3�cna3A
L3Njc ):*Y BN `nN l. j@3 ,Raa3,jCRN L3j@R0 s�c 3uj3N030 jR
CN,In03 j@3 CN8RaL�jCRN 8aRL FALR0nI�jCRN R8 j@3 [S L�<A
N3jc I38j �N0 aC<@j R8 j@3 BTc )9*Y i@Cc cC<NC~,�NjIw CLUaRq30
j@3 B`A,Raa3,jCRNc �N0 a3cnIj30 CN �N CLUaRq30 ,RNjaRI R8
j@3 ٝY BN j@3 ?HAH?+. j@3 FALR0nI�jCRN sCII a3L�CN � G3w
L3j@R0 jR 03j3aLCN3 j@3 ٝ �N0 jR ,RNcja�CN j@3 IR,�I RUjC,c
,Raa3,jCRNc )f. e*Y ?Rs3q3a. Cj Cc Ua30C,j30 j@�j �j ٝ5S9 ,L
j@3 nN,3aj�CNjw R8 j@3 ٝ sCII $3 �aRnN0 :X. s@C,@ Cc @C<@3a
j@�N j@3 j�a<3j )4* �N0 Cc L�CNIw 0n3 jR j@3 jnN3 ECjj3aY Bj Cc
j@3a38Ra3 03cCa�$I3 jR @�q3 �Ij3aN�jCq3 L3j@R0c jR L3�cna3
j@3 ٝY QN3 cn,@ L3j@R0 ,RNcCcjc CN 0Ca3,jIw R$j�CNCN< j@3ٝ 8nN,jCRNc �j j@3 #TK IR,�jCRNc CN j@3 B`Y i@3 cj�N0�a0
L3j@R0 nc30 CN j@3 H?+ Cc jR a3,RNcjan,j j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRNc
8aRL j@3 U@�c3 �0q�N,3. R$j�CN30 8aRL jnaNA$wAjnaN 0�j�.
$nj 0n3 jR j@3 nN8�qRa�$I3 U@�c3 �0q�N,3 �N0 L�<N3jC, 3aA
aRac CN j@3 B`c. Cj Cc NRj Ua3,Cc3 3NRn<@Y Bj Cc �IcR URccC$I3 jR
a3,RNcjan,j j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRNc 0Ca3,jIw 8aRL j@3 �LUICjn03 R8
j@3 Rc,CII�jCRNcY i@3 L�CN nN,3aj�CNjw CN j@Cc L3j@R0 ,RL3c
8aRL j@3 ,�IC$a�jCRN 8�,jRac R8 j@3 #TKcY BN Ra03a jR Rq3aA
,RL3 j@Cc. � cU3,C�I ,�IC$a�jCRN RUjC,c @�c $33N 03cC<N30.
s@3a3 j@3 \n�0anURI3c [SA[: �a3 csCj,@30 R{ )O*. L�GCN<
j@3 a3<CRN CN $3js33N j@3L � UI�CN 0aC8j cU�,3. j@nc �IIRsCN<
� ,�IC$a�jCRN 8�,jRa jR $3 ,�I,nI�j30 8aRL j@3 a�jCR R8 j@3ٝA8nN,jCRN R$j�CN30 8aRL j@3 �LUICjn03 �N0 8aRL j@3 U@�c3
L3�cna3L3Njc )Sz*Y �ccnLCN< I3cc j@�N SYfX #TK ,�IC$a�A
jCRN 3aaRa. �N0 ncCN< j@3 03c,aC$30 $3�LA$�c30 ,�IC$a�jCRN
L3j@R0. j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRN �j j@3 s�Ccj ,�N $3 L3�cna30 jR $3A
IRs lYkX )SS*Y BN Ra03a jR RUjCLCy3 j@3 IR,�jCRN R8 j@3 s�Ccj.
030C,�j30 GNR$c j@�j LRq3 j@3 IRN<Cjn0CN�I URcCjCRN R8 j@3
s�Ccj ,�N $3 �UUIC30 s@CI3 RUjCLCyCN< j@3 InLCNRcCjw )Sl*Y

�NRj@3a URccC$I3 �UUaR�,@ Cc jR ~N0 j@3 IR,�I 3aaRac �N0
3cjCL�j3 j@3 ٝ $w ncCN< cnU3aqCc30 L�,@CN3 I3�aNCN< VKHW
j3,@NC\n3c )Sk. S:*Y i@3 L3j@R0 Cc jR ~acj cCLnI�j3 sCj@
K�/At j@Rnc�N0c R8 c330c sCj@ 0C{3a3Nj 0CcjaC$njCRNc R8
<a�0C3Nj 3aaRac �N0 jR nc3 j@3c3 cCLnI�jCRNc 8Ra cnU3aqCc30
ja�CNCN<Y iR ~N0 j@3 IR,�I 3aaRac. j@3 KH LR03I Cc ja�CN30
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MC1: Circular and Linear Colliders

A01 Hadron Colliders

QTiB+b +Q``2+iBQM bi`�i2;v 7Q` `mM k Q7 i?2 H?+
iY T3accRN. `Y /3 K�aC�. DY /CIIw. ?Y ;Y KRa�I3c. 2Y 7RI. KY ?R83a. 2Y DY ?ǹw0�IcqCG.

DY F3CNjy3I. KY H3 ;�aa3,. 2Y ?Y K�,I3�N. HY K�ICN�. 7Y bRn$3I3j. `Y iRL�c.
HY p�N `C3c3NA?�nUj. �Y r3<c,@3C03a. /Y rY rRI8. +2`M. ;3N3q�. bsCjy3aI�N0

DY +�a0RN�. mNCq3acC0�0 M�,CRN�I 03 +RIRL$C�. #R<Rj�. +RIRL$C�

�$cja�,j
i@3 `nN k R8 j@3 H?+ sCII ,RNjCNn3 jR UaRqC03 N3s ,@�IA

I3N<3c 8Ra RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRNcY BN Ra03a jR cn,,330 �N0 <R
$3wRN0 s@�j s�c �,@C3q30 Ua3qCRncIw. c3q3a�I N3s L3j@R0c
jR L3�cna3 �N0 ,Raa3,j j@3 RUjC,c @�q3 $33N 03q3IRU30Y BN
j@Cc �ajC,I3 s3 03c,aC$3 j@3c3 L3j@R0c �N0 RnjICN3 j@3 UI�Nc
8Ra j@3 RUjC,c ,RLLCccCRNCN< CN lzllY

BMi`Q/m+iBQM
i@3 ,Raa3,jCRN cja�j3<w UI�NN30 8Ra `nN k @�c cC<NC~A

,�NjIw 3qRIq30 cCN,3 j@3 ~acj RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRNc CN j@3 H?+ CN
`nN S )S*Y BN `nN S j@3 BNj3a�,jCRN `3<CRN VB`W ,Raa3,jCRNc
s3a3 $�c30 RN j@3 U@�c3 �0q�N,3 L3�cna3L3Nj R$j�CN30
8aRL j@3 inaNA$wAinaN Vi$iW L3�cna3L3Nj �N0 RNIw ICN3�a
,Raa3,jCRNc s3a3 ,RNcC03a30Y BN `nN l FALR0nI�jCRN L3�A
cna3L3Njc s3a3 nc30 jR $3jj3a ,RNcja�CN j@3 ,Raa3,jCRN �N0
j@3 NRNICN3�a ,Raa3,jCRNc nU jR R,jnURI�a ,RLURN3Njc s3a3
CLUI3L3Nj30 �N0 nc30 CN NRaL�I RU3a�jCRN )l. k*Y +RnUICN<
,RNjaRI s�c cC<NC~,�NjIw CLUaRq30 CN `nN l sCj@ � $3jj3a
j@3Ra3jC,�I nN03acj�N0CN< �N0 j@3 N3s L3j@R0 njCICyCN< j@3
0�LU3a V�/iW jR 0aCq3 � 8Ra,30 Rc,CII�jCRN. CN � cCLCI�a L�NA
N3a jR j@3 �+A0CURI3 ):. 9*Y � ,@�II3N<3 CN `nN k ,RLU�a30
jR `nN l Cc j@3 CN,a3�c30 NnL$3a R8 RUjC,c ,RN~<na�jCRNc
j@�j sCII $3 nc30 jR 03ICq3a InLCNRcCjwY BN j@Cc �ajC,I3 s3
RnjICN3 03q3IRUL3Njc j@�j sCII $3 CLURaj�Nj jR cn,,3cc8nIIw
,Raa3,j j@3c3 RUjC,c ,RN~<na�jCRNcY

+Q/2 /2p2HQTK2Mi
i@3 RUjC,c L3�cna3L3Njc �N0 ,Raa3,jCRN VQK+W cR8js�a3

�CLc �j 3N�$ICN< �,,na�j3 �N0 3|,C3Nj $3�LA$�c30 RUjC,c
L3�cna3L3Njc �N0 ,Raa3,jCRNc RNICN3Y i@3 cR8js�a3ȕc L�CN
UnaURc3 Cc jR �N�Iwc3 j@3 i$i 0�j� 8aRL j@3 #3�L TRcCjCRN
KRNCjRac V#TKW CN Ra03a jR ,�I,nI�j3 $3�L RUjC,c U�a�L3A
j3acY /naCN< `nN l. � +2`M 03q3IRU30 8a�L3sRaG )f.e* s�c
3uj3NcCq3Iw nc30 �N0 UI�w30 � I�a<3 U�aj CN j@3 cn,,3cc8nI
RUjC,c ,Raa3,jCRNc CN j@3 H?+Y i@3 L�CN cjan,jna�I U@CIRcRA
U@w Cc UI�,CN< j@3 �N�IwcCc �I<RaCj@Lc CN � Twj@RN cnCj3 �N0
qC3sCN< Cjc a3cnIjc CN � D�q� ;mB )e*. ,RLU�jC$I3 sCj@ j@3
H?+ bR8js�a3 �a,@Cj3,jna3 VHb�W )4*Y Qq3a jCL3. j@3 cR8jA
s�a3 $3,�L3 CN,a3�cCN<Iw 0C|,nIj jR L�CNj�CN �N0 3uj3N0Y
`3,3NjIw s3 j@RaRn<@Iw a3qC3s30. 3uj3N030. �N0 ,RNcRIA
C0�j30 j@3 ,R03$�c3. I3�0CN< jR � LRa3 L�CNj�CN�$I3 �N0
URaj�$I3 UaRE3,j $nCIj RN Twj@RN kYe �N0 LR03aN c,C3NjC~,
IC$a�aC3c. cn,@ �c MnLTw )O*Y i@3 03q3IRUL3Nj @�c I3�0 jR
� N3s �N�IwcCc 8a�L3sRaG RL,k )Sz*. s@C,@ nc3c @�aLRNC,
�N�IwcCc )SS* j@�j Cc cC<NC~,�NjIw 8�cj3a j@�N j@3 Ua3qCRncIw
nc30 )Sl*Y QL,k �CLc. s@3N URccC$I3. jR $3 �,,3I3a�jRaA
CN03U3N03Nj. s@C,@ L�G3c Cj 3�cC3a jR 3uj3N0 jR Rj@3a �,,3IA

3a�jRacY 7C<na3 S c@Rsc j@3 CN,a3�c3 CN cU330 jR U3a8RaL �
8nII �N�IwcCc R8 L3�cna3L3Nj CN j@3 H?+ �N0 @Rs j@3 NnLA
$3a R8 ICN3c R8 ,R03 @�q3 c@anNG q3acnc jCL3Y i@3 URCNjc CN
lzSe �N0 lzS4 c@Rs CNj3aL30C�j3 03q3IRUL3Nj cj3Uc CN j@3
RI0 ,R03$�c3. s@CI3 lzlz c@Rsc RL,kY

7C<na3 S- iCL3 jR U3a8RaL � 8nII �N�IwcCc R8 L3�cna3L3Nj CN
j@3 H?+ �N0 j@3 NnL$3a R8 ICN3c R8 ,R03cY

K�,@CN3 H3�aNCN< VKHW j3,@NC\n3c jR a3LRq3 L�I8nN,A
jCRNCN< #TKc @�q3 �Ia3�0w cn,,3cc8nIIw $33N �UUIC30 jR
`nN l 0�j� )Sk*Y i@3 3uUIRa�jCRN R8 KH j3,@NC\n3c jR ~Ij3a
jnN3 L3�cna3L3Njc. a30n,3 NRCc3 �N0 jR ~N0 RUjC,c ,Raa3,A
jCRNc sCII $3 Unacn30 CN `nN k )S:ĢS4*Y

FAKQ/mH�iBQM �M/ ٝ
Bj @�c $33N R$c3aq30 j@�j j@3 �,,na�,w R8 j@3 ٝ L3�cna30

sCj@ FALR0nI�jCRN Cc ICLCj30 s@3N j@3 0Ccj�N,3 8aRL j@3
LR0nI�j30 \n�0anURI3 jR j@3 BT Cc ,IRc3 jR j@3 q�In3 R8 j@3ٝY �N 3u�LUI3 R8 cn,@ �N RUjC,c Cc j@3 j@3 p�N 03a K33a RUA
jC,c s@C,@ Cc nc30 jR ,�IC$a�j3 j@3 InLCNRcCjw L3�cna3L3NjcY
BN Ra03a jR Rq3a,RL3 j@Cc Cccn3 � N3s L3j@R0 j@�j �IcR ,RNA
cC03ac j@3 L3�cna30 U@�c3 �0q�N,3 s@3N a3,RNcjan,jCN< j@3ٝ @�c $33N 03q3IRU30 )SO*Y � cCLnI�j30 ,RLU�aCcRN s@3N
j@3 U@�c3 L3�cna3L3Nj Cc CN,In030 CN j@3 a3,RNcjan,jCRN Cc
,RLU�a30 jR j@3 ja�0CjCRN�I L3j@R0 CN 7C<Y lY BN j@3 cCLnA
I�jCRN � jnN3 NRCc3 R8 �  ��ͯ s�c ,RNcC03a30Y r3 NRjC,3
j@�j j@3 RnjIC3ac ,RLUI3j3Iw 0Cc�UU3�a s@3N j@3 U@�c3 �0A
q�N,3 Cc nc30 CN j@3 a3,RNcjan,jCRN R8 j@3 ٝY �N �Ij3aN�jCq3
s�w jR L3�cna3 j@3 ٝ Cc jR R$j�CN j@3 ٝA8nN,jCRNc 8aRL
j@3 �LUICjn03 R8 j@3 i$i Rc,CII�jCRNcY iR CLUaRq3 j@3 #TK
,�IC$a�jCRN. ,an,C�I jR a3,RNcjan,j j@3 ٝ $w j@Cc L3j@R0. jsR
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12th Int. Particle Acc. Conf. IPAC2021, Campinas, SP, Brazil JACoW Publishing

ISBN: 978-3-95450-214-1 ISSN: 2673-5490 doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2021-WEPAB027
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Crystal collimation for Run 3

12Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

• Crystal collimation will be used for Pb run of the LHC in 2022 
onwards (few weeks / year)

• Ion collimation cleaning generally worse than protons due to 
fragmentation
– crystals allow us to strongly steer ions deep into a collimator

• Geant4 crystal channelling model extended for ions
• Fixes for Electromagnetic Dissociation (EMD) now in Geant4
• Integrated into SixTrack with interface to BDSIM

– SixTrack linked with both FLUKA & Geant4
– option of crystal in Geant4 and other collimators in FLUKA
– validation of combined tools largely complete
– resolved issue of diffractive proton physics missing in Geant4

• Single pass models compared to 400 GeV/c fixed target data from 
H8 beam line at CERN

• for protons only - Pb data not available
• Extensions to model will be added to Geant4 this year

L. Nevay et al

channelling efficiency plot for 400 GeV/Z Pb82+

change in angle due to crystal vs input angle
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6.37 TeV/Z Pb82+ LHC Loss Maps

13Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

validated nuclear interaction rate vs 
range of angles entering the crystal

crystal in Geant4; collimators in FLUKA; tracking in SixTrack

• Initial loss maps with 2018 optics
– crystals in perfect alignment

• Broadly correct form of losses
• Comparison with loss maps from 

previous Run II ongoing
• Expect publication summer 2022

L. Nevay et al
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Diagnostics for HL-LHC

14Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022
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Interaction Region BPMs

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

Doug Bett, Irene Degl’Innocenti,
Phil Burrows et al

Real BPM data has been taken using the RFSoC

• Simple measurement-only firmware designed by Irene Degl’Innocenti 
(pictured)

• 3 data taking sessions 27 Oct – 31 Oct; board used with two different 
BPMs and with multiple configurations of signal ports to ADC channels

ZCU111 
evaluation 

board

• New BPMs to be installed in IP5/IP8 where the two beams 
are contained in a single pipe and their signals overlap

• RFSoC device combining FPGA-style programmable logic 
with a CPU and RF-ADCs will be used for direct digitization

Simulated two-beam waveform
BEAM 1

BEAM 2

New BPMs

Photograph of the RFSoC in situ at LHC Point 5

• Single-port signals will be compared to 
model results to validate the simulation 
framework

• Bunch crossing timing much larger than 
in the actual use case; however, signals 
can be manipulated to get an idea of the 
performance of the compensation 
algorithm

~200 ns

(< 11 ns for normal 
LHC bunch trains)

Actual two-beam waveforms

R. De Maria, S. Fartoukh, M. Fitterer (TUPTY037, IPAC’2015)

15
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Interaction Region BPMs

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

Histograms of corrected positions
model measured

§ Predicted signals from simulation 
framework compared against actual 
signals

§ Power compensation algorithm 
tested using parameters derived 
from both model and measured 
waveforms

§ Best performance when using 
measured waveforms; measuring 
them would be part of the calibration 
procedure

See IBIC 2020 & 2021 proceedings:
https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2020-WEPP12
https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2021-MOPP24

SIGNAL PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE FOR THE HL-LHC
INTERACTION REGION BPMs

D. R. Bett⇤, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
A. Boccardi, I. Degl’Innocenti, M. Krupa, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
In the HL-LHC era, the Interaction Regions around the

ATLAS and CMS experiments will be equipped with 24 new
Beam Position Monitors (BPM) measuring both counter-
propagating beams in a common vacuum chamber. Nu-
merical simulations proved that, despite using new high-
directivity stripline BPMs, the required measurement accu-
racy cannot be guaranteed without bunch-by-bunch disentan-
glement of the signals induced by both beams. This contri-
bution presents the proposed signal processing architecture,
based on direct digitisation of RF waveforms, which opti-
mises the necessary computing resources without a signifi-
cant reduction of the measurement accuracy. To minimise
the number of operations performed on a bunch-by-bunch
basis in the FPGA, some of the processing takes place in the
CPU using averaged data.

INTRODUCTION
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) will undergo major

upgrades in the context of the High Luminosity LHC (HL-
LHC) project with the goal to deliver 3000 fb≠1 of integrated
luminosity over twelve years of operation from 2027 [1].
New Inner Triplets (IT) consisting of several high-gradient
focusing magnets around ATLAS and CMS experiments
will squeeze the proton beams to a 7.1 µm RMS beam size
at the collision point [2]. In order to reliably collide such
exceptionally small beams, each HL-LHC IT will feature six
Beam Position Monitors (BPM) of two di�erent types [3].
Since these BPMs will be installed in regions where both
proton beams circulate in a common vacuum chamber, they
must be able to clearly distinguish between the positions of
the two counter-propagating particle beams.

The longitudinal positions of the BPMs were optimised
to guarantee that the temporal separation between the two
beams at each BPM location will always be greater than
3.9 ns, which is approximately 3 times longer than the bunch
length. Nevertheless, using directional-coupler BPMs (also
known as stripline BPMs) is unavoidable to reduce the inter-
beam cross-talk. In such BPMs the passing beam couples to
four long stripline electrodes parallel to the beam axis. Each
electrode is connectorised on both ends but the beam couples
predominantly to the upstream port with only a relatively
small signal generated at the downstream port. This feature,
referred to as directivity, allows both beams to be measured
by a single array of electrodes. Figure 1 shows a 3D model
of one of the HL-LHC stripline BPMs. Most of the HL-LHC
IT BPMs incorporate four tungsten absorbers protecting the
superconducting magnets from the high-energy collision
⇤ douglas.bett@physics.ox.ac.uk

stripline
electrode

tungsten
absorber

cooling
capilary

Figure 1: Tungsten-shielded cryogenic directional coupler
BPM design for HL-LHC.

debris [4]. As the absorbers must be placed in the horizontal
and vertical plane, the BPM electrodes are installed at ±45°
and ±135° significantly increasing the measurement non-
linearity for large beam o�sets.

To cope with the very demanding requirements of precise
beam position measurements near the experiments, a new
state-of-the-art acquisition system for the HL-LHC IT BPMs
is under development. It will be based on nearly-direct digi-
tization by an RF System-on-Chip (RFSoC) [5]. This unique
family of integrated circuits combines a set of Analogue-to-
Digital Converters (ADC), Digital-to-Analogue Converters
(DAC), Programmable Logic (PL) and several embedded
CPUs, referred to as the Processing System (PS), on a single
die. Each of the 8 ports of each BPM will be connected to a
dedicated RFSoC 14 bit ADC channel sampling at 5 GSa s≠1.
The acquisition electronics and signal processing software
will use this raw data to compute the beam position applying
a correction algorithm to minimize the parasitic contribution
of the other beam as well as taking into account the BPM
rotation, non-linearity and scaling factors.

ACQUISITION ELECTRONICS
DESIGN CRITERIA

The final specification for the HL-LHC IT BPMs is not
yet available but some preliminary design criteria have been
set to guide the design of the future acquisition electronics.

The HL-LHC beam will consist of up to 2808 bunches
spaced by multiples of 25 ns with intensities spanning close
to two orders of magnitude from 5◊109 up to 2.2◊1011

charges. However, for most common operational scenar-
ios it is assumed that the intensity of bunches within the
same beam might vary by a factor of four, while the ratio of
bunch intensity between the two beams can reach a factor
of ten. HL-LHC bunches are not expected to be longer than
1.2 ns (4f) but for some special operational modes the BPM
system should be able to measure bunches as short as 0.5 ns.

10th Int. Beam Instrum. Conf. IBIC2021, Pohang, Rep. of Korea JACoW Publishing

ISBN: 978-3-95450-230-1 ISSN: 2673-5350 doi:10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2021-MOPP24
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100 02 Beam Position Monitors

• Predicted signals from simulation framework 
compared against actual signals

• Power compensation algorithm tested using
parameters derived from both model and 
measured waveforms

• Best performance when using measured
waveforms; measuring them would be part of 
the calibration procedure

Tungsten-shielded cryogenic directional coupler BPM design 

Doug Bett, Irene Degl’Innocenti,
Phil Burrows et al

16

https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2020-WEPP12
https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IBIC2021-MOPP24
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High-bandwidth EO-BPM development for HL-LHC

17Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022
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MiniaturisationSPS Prototype HL-LHC compatible 
waveguide design

© RHUL

(*)

• Bulky side boxes replaced by more 
compact fibre-optic design and finally 
became totally fibre-coupled for the 
waveguide design.

A. Arteche,           
S. Gibson et al
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New EO waveguide design shipped to CERN for beam tests

18Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

EO-BPMČerenkov BPM 

Optical inspection of 
waveguide in RHUL 

clean room

• EM simulations of pick-up performed in CST to optimise field strength at waveguide.
• Partnered with UK industry to produce waveguides suitable for our custom design:

Compact fibre-coupled 
waveguide pick-up

EO-BPM reception tested 
at CERN and laser-aligned 

with dielectric BPM on 
shared translation table

EO-BPM manufacture & VNA tests at RHUL

A. Arteche,           
S. Gibson et al
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EO-BPM installation in HiRadMat facility

19Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022
logo
area

Experimental setup at HiRadMat

9

780nm Laser Source at BA7: Acquisition System at TT61:

§ x3 8-bit LeCroy scope

§ x3 DXM12CF + 1GHz-60dB FEMTO
HSA-Y-1-60

§ x1 RXM10CF + 3GHz Filter

§ x2 Alphalas UPD-30-VSG-P

§ New Focus LB6800 Tunable Laser.
§ Toptica amplifier
§ Etalon for wavelength stabilisation

A. Arteche + EO-BPM team - EO-BPM - HL-LHC October 2021

logo
area

Experimental setup at HiRadMat

9

780nm Laser Source at BA7: Acquisition System at TT61:

§ x3 8-bit LeCroy scope

§ x3 DXM12CF + 1GHz-60dB FEMTO
HSA-Y-1-60

§ x1 RXM10CF + 3GHz Filter

§ x2 Alphalas UPD-30-VSG-P

§ New Focus LB6800 Tunable Laser.
§ Toptica amplifier
§ Etalon for wavelength stabilisation

A. Arteche + EO-BPM team - EO-BPM - HL-LHC October 2021

Acquisition system:

EO-BPM at HiRadMat extraction line780nm laser source in BA7
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A. Arteche,           
S. Gibson et al
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EO-BPM installation in HiRadMat facility

20Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

A. Arteche,           
S. Gibson et al
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Successful first beam test at HiRadMat

21Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

logo
area 12

In-Phase@1GHz

Anti-phase@3GHz

§ Single-shot measurement observations from the preamplified
detector in the order of 50 mV.

§ Bandwidth: from 210MHz to 1GHz and 3GHz (4!~1.5ns).
§ No resonances observed.
§ Dx+FEMTO saturates when reaches ~2V outcome.

Beam Measurements at HiRadMat

A. Arteche + EO-BPM team - EO-BPM - HL-LHC October 2021

§ Major improvement performance enabled first single-shot 
measurements of each passing bunch.

§ EO-BPM also sensitive to low intensity bunches.
§ Laser scanning technique developed to automate operation of 

electro-optic interferometer.
§ Translation of EO-BPM across the HiRadMat extraction line:

first bunch by bunch position measurements:

Single-shot measurements 
using optical difference signal

Invited talk at IBIC 2022

A. Arteche,           
S. Gibson et al
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EO-BPM future HL-LHC demonstrator in SPS

22Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

§ HiRadMat EO-pick-up design incorporated into an 
in-vacuum design for the next phase of project.

§ Excellent progress in recent months on CERN 
engineering drawings and vacuum brazing.

§ EO-BPM demonstrator will be built and installed 
in SPS, for operation in Run 3.
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HL-LHC Beam Gas Vertex Detector

23Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

H. Guerin & BGV team

Courtesy, R. Jones 

Prototype beam gas vertex detector 

demonstrated on online beam size 
measurements, with resolution down 
to 3µm in Run II. Two tracking layers.

Hélène Guerin, CERN-RHUL Doctoral student studies of BGV:

Geant4 simulations of design for HL-LHC with three layers, with 
geometry build using pyg4ometry (RHUL / BDSIM), gas-jet target.

Radiation effects (courtesy of B. Kolbinger)

I Dose estimation via Geant4.

I Fluka simulations to determine dose and fluence on-going.

I Depends on:
I Beam-gas collision rate (gas pressure). Maximum rate ⇡ 109 collisions per second.
I Up-time.

I Deposited dose in a detector layer of 250 µm
Silicon, 46 cm away from source.

I 2 ⇥ 106 primary protons with 7 TeV, Hijing.

I Assume max. coll. rate for 6 month per year.

I Using bin with highest dose: 0.0988 Gy/s !
1.6 MGy/yr.

I With the demonstrator tank collision rate
(2.7 ⇥ 106): 4.2 kGy/yr.

9 / 13

Radiation dose
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Progress on HL-LHC Beam Gas Vertex Detector

24Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

H. Guerin & BGV team

Simulated performance has no showstopper for a distributed gas target, although a gas-jet target would 
improve performance; results point towards a high resolution, compact tracker.

Tracking detector layers
event example of 1 beam-gas interaction
Hadronic model: dpmjet3

Exit window

Gas target 1m

Interaction point
(vertex)

seconary particles

- Decision for TimePix4 hybrid pixel detectors tracker (design 
and produced with Oxford: D. Hynds and R. Plackett).

- Tank design optimised to increase the tracker acceptance 
and reduce the tank impedance.

- Baseline is an upgraded distributed gas target; a gas-jet 
target option is being assessed for performance and 
implementation requirements.

- Possible locations for the Beam 1 instrument identified, 
estimating radiation induced downstream by BGV 
operation.

- Event reconstruction: work ongoing to unfold the beam 
profile from the distribution of reconstructed vertices.

• Design report for Summer 2022 with review by end of 
the year.
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HL-LHC Synchrotron Radiation Monitor

25Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

D. Butti & CERN BI

Synchrotron radiation 
interferometer principle

source size ↔ interferogram visibility

Instrument refurbished and ready for LHC Run 3

Example of 2D interferogram

Fringe fit

Real-time monitoring of transverse size during two fills

First measurements from 
October 2021 beam test

Goal: provide an absolute and non invasive
transverse size measurement for HL-LHC
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HL-LHC Synchrotron Radiation Monitor

26Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

D. Butti & CERN BI

Coronagraph principle Achieve high-contrast imaging by 
suppressing diffraction background

“created” 
by aperture

refocused 
by field lens

scraped 
by Lyot stop

image w/o 
diffraction halo

Propagation of 
diffraction:

Simulations

Goal: measure the halo population of HL-LHC beams

Applicability of coronagraph to 
synchrotron radiation not trivial:
→ extensive simulations

contrast gain in diffraction background 
(horizontal direction only)

Test setup installed in LHC to 
benchmark simulations

Lyot stop

Detector

Telescope
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2020 update of European Strategy

27Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

8 | European Strategy for Particle Physics | 9

High-priority future 
initiatives

A. An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider. For the 
longer term, the European particle physics community has the ambition to operate a 
proton-proton collider at the highest achievable energy. Accomplishing these compelling 
goals will require innovation and cutting-edge technology: 
 
• the particle physics community should ramp up its R&D effort focused 
on advanced accelerator technologies, in particular that for high-field 
superconducting magnets, including high-temperature superconductors;  
 
• Europe, together with its international partners, should investigate the technical 
and financial feasibility of a future hadron collider at CERN with a centre-of-mass 
energy of at least 100 TeV and with an electron-positron Higgs and electroweak 
factory as a possible first stage. Such a feasibility study of the colliders and 
related infrastructure should be established as a global endeavour and be 
completed on the timescale of the next Strategy update. 
 
The timely realisation of the electron-positron International Linear Collider (ILC) 
in Japan would be compatible with this strategy and, in that case, the European 
particle physics community would wish to collaborate.  

B. Innovative accelerator technology underpins the physics reach of high-energy 
and high-intensity colliders. It is also a powerful driver for many accelerator-based 
fields of science and industry. The technologies under consideration include high-field 
magnets, high-temperature superconductors, plasma wakefield acceleration and other 
high-gradient accelerating structures, bright muon beams, energy recovery linacs. 
The European particle physics community must intensify accelerator R&D and 
sustain it with adequate resources. A roadmap should prioritise the technology, 
taking into account synergies with international partners and other communities 
such as photon and neutron sources, fusion energy and industry. Deliverables for 
this decade should be defined in a timely fashion and coordinated among CERN 
and national laboratories and institutes. 

A. The quest for dark matter and the exploration of flavour and fundamental 
symmetries are crucial components of the search for new physics. This search can 
be done in many ways, for example through precision measurements of flavour 
physics and electric or magnetic dipole moments, and searches for axions, dark sector 
candidates and feebly interacting particles. There are many options to address such 
physics topics including energy-frontier colliders, accelerator and non-accelerator 
experiments. A diverse programme that is complementary to the energy frontier is an 
essential part of the European particle physics Strategy. Experiments in such diverse 
areas that offer potential high-impact particle physics programmes at laboratories 
in Europe should be supported, as well as participation in such experiments in 
other regions of the world. 

B. Theoretical physics is an essential driver of particle physics that opens new, 
daring lines of research, motivates experimental searches and provides the tools 
needed to fully exploit experimental results. It also plays an important role in capturing 
the imagination of the public and inspiring young researchers. The success of the 
field depends on dedicated theoretical work and intense collaboration between the 
theoretical and experimental communities. Europe should continue to vigorously 
support a broad programme of theoretical research covering the full spectrum 
of particle physics from abstract to phenomenological topics. The pursuit of 
new research directions should be encouraged and links with fields such as 
cosmology, astroparticle physics, and nuclear physics fostered. Both exploratory 
research and theoretical research with direct impact on experiments should be 
supported, including recognition for the activity of providing and developing 
computational tools. 

C.  The success of particle physics experiments relies on innovative 
instrumentation and state-of-the-art infrastructures. To prepare and realise future 
experimental research programmes, the community must maintain a strong focus 
on instrumentation. Detector R&D programmes and associated infrastructures 
should be supported at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. 
Synergies between the needs of different scientific fields and industry should 
be identified and exploited to boost efficiency in the development process and 
increase opportunities for more technology transfer benefiting society at large. 
Collaborative platforms and consortia must be adequately supported to provide 
coherence in these R&D activities. The community should define a global 
detector R&D roadmap that should be used to support proposals at the European 
and national levels.

Other essential scientific 
activities for particle physics

8 | European Strategy for Particle Physics | 9
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fields of science and industry. The technologies under consideration include high-field 
magnets, high-temperature superconductors, plasma wakefield acceleration and other 
high-gradient accelerating structures, bright muon beams, energy recovery linacs. 
The European particle physics community must intensify accelerator R&D and 
sustain it with adequate resources. A roadmap should prioritise the technology, 
taking into account synergies with international partners and other communities 
such as photon and neutron sources, fusion energy and industry. Deliverables for 
this decade should be defined in a timely fashion and coordinated among CERN 
and national laboratories and institutes. 

A. The quest for dark matter and the exploration of flavour and fundamental 
symmetries are crucial components of the search for new physics. This search can 
be done in many ways, for example through precision measurements of flavour 
physics and electric or magnetic dipole moments, and searches for axions, dark sector 
candidates and feebly interacting particles. There are many options to address such 
physics topics including energy-frontier colliders, accelerator and non-accelerator 
experiments. A diverse programme that is complementary to the energy frontier is an 
essential part of the European particle physics Strategy. Experiments in such diverse 
areas that offer potential high-impact particle physics programmes at laboratories 
in Europe should be supported, as well as participation in such experiments in 
other regions of the world. 

B. Theoretical physics is an essential driver of particle physics that opens new, 
daring lines of research, motivates experimental searches and provides the tools 
needed to fully exploit experimental results. It also plays an important role in capturing 
the imagination of the public and inspiring young researchers. The success of the 
field depends on dedicated theoretical work and intense collaboration between the 
theoretical and experimental communities. Europe should continue to vigorously 
support a broad programme of theoretical research covering the full spectrum 
of particle physics from abstract to phenomenological topics. The pursuit of 
new research directions should be encouraged and links with fields such as 
cosmology, astroparticle physics, and nuclear physics fostered. Both exploratory 
research and theoretical research with direct impact on experiments should be 
supported, including recognition for the activity of providing and developing 
computational tools. 

C.  The success of particle physics experiments relies on innovative 
instrumentation and state-of-the-art infrastructures. To prepare and realise future 
experimental research programmes, the community must maintain a strong focus 
on instrumentation. Detector R&D programmes and associated infrastructures 
should be supported at CERN, national institutes, laboratories and universities. 
Synergies between the needs of different scientific fields and industry should 
be identified and exploited to boost efficiency in the development process and 
increase opportunities for more technology transfer benefiting society at large. 
Collaborative platforms and consortia must be adequately supported to provide 
coherence in these R&D activities. The community should define a global 
detector R&D roadmap that should be used to support proposals at the European 
and national levels.

Other essential scientific 
activities for particle physics

The vision is to prepare a Higgs factory, followed by a future hadron collider with 
sensitivity to energy scales an order of magnitude higher than those of the LHC, 
while addressing the associated technical and environmental challenges

15 

International Linear Collider (ILC) 

31 km 

c. 250 GeV / beam 
Higgs factory e+e- collider for 
precise measurements of 
Higgs & top ++, 
complementary to LHC
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Future e+e- colliders - executive summary

28Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

P. Burrows

JAI has a very strong background in relevant technologies and systems: 
Beam delivery system, machine-detector interface, luminosity beam-collision feedback, beam dynamics, 
instrumentation, alignment …
ILC: August 2020 ICFA mandated the International Development Team (IDT) to steer ILC towards an international 
project
WG1: Pre-lab setup: Foster UK lead
WG2: Accelerator: Burrows UK lead
WG3: Physics/detectors: Robson UK lead, Burrows on Steering Group
• ILC proposal (PI: Burrows) submitted via STFC to UKRI IAC (2020) and ‘noted’
• ILC recognised positively in European Strategy (2013+2020) + UK PPAP (2021) 
• 2 meetings of MEXT, STFC, DoE, BMBF, MESRI to discuss ILC: ‘chicken and egg’ issue
• MEXT ILC Advisory Panel latest report March 2022 was ‘lukewarm’ 
CLIC (‘Plan B’ at CERN): technology industrialisation à Project Readiness Report
• After 7 years as spokesperson Burrows stepped down March 2021
Currently zero dedicated direct UK R&D £ for any of the above, though modest indirect ‘spare-time’ support via JAI 
grant, PP grants, and EU projects
JAI expertise equally applicable to FCCee: JAI/Oxford in EU FCC-IS design study
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Recent ILC publications

29Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

P. Burrows
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Recent CLIC publications

30Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

P. Burrows
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Coherent ChDR Bunch Length Monitor for Linear Collider 

31Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

P. Karataev et al

A. Curcio, M. Bergamaschi, R. Corsini, W. Farabolini, D. Gamba, L. Garolfi, R. Kieffer, T. Lefevre, S. Mazzoni, 
K. Fedorov, J. Gardelle, A. Gilardi, P. Karataev, K. Lekomtsev, T. Pacey, Y. Saveliev, A. Potylitsyn, and E. Senes

Achieved so far
• The bunch length measurement system has been designed and installed in Beam Area 1 

of CLARA facility in Daresbury Lab;
• The bunch length and profile has been measured and analyzed; 
• The method has been crosschecked with the measurements at CLEAR facility at CERN;
• Fundamental properties of ChDR have been measured;
• The first studies of coherent ChDR with an Electro Optic method have been performed.

Current Status
• A bunch length monitor prototype for CLARA Phase II is being designed
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Coherent ChDR Bunch Length Monitor for Linear Collider 

32Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

General geometry:

P. Karataev et al
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Clara layout and experimental arrangement

33Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

Parameters:

Repetition frequency ≈ 10 Hz
Bunch lengths ≈ 500 fs
Energy ≈ 35 MeV
Charge ≈ 50 pC
Transverse size ≈ 200 um

Vacuum chamber                                          Target assembly Martin – Puplett interferometer

K. Fedorov, P. Karataev

K. Fedorov -> graduated, now at RAL CLF
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Bunch length measurements and comparison with CLEAR

34Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

P. Karataev et al

K. Fedorov, P. Karataev, Y. Saveliev, T. Pacey, A. Oleinik, M. Kuimova, and A.Potylitsyn, Development of longitudinal beam profile monitor based 
on Coherent Transition Radiation effect for CLARA accelerator, Journal of instrumentation, JINST 15 C06008 (2020)

CLARA

CLEAR

Non-invasive beam instrumentation exploiting Coherent Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation 
• A. Curcio, M. Bergamaschi, R. Corsini, W. Farabolini, D. Gamba, L. Garolfi, R. Kieffer, T. Lefevre, S. Mazzoni, K. Fedorov, J. 

Gardelle, A. Gilardi, P. Karataev, K. Lekomtsev, T. Pacey, Y. Saveliev, A. Potylitsyn, and E. Senes,   Noninvasive bunch length 
measurements exploiting Cherenkov diffraction radiation, Phys. Rev. Accel. Beams 23 (2020) 022802. 
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High precision BPMs and wakes 

35Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

• High resolution cavity BPMs at CLEAR
• 15 GHz demonstrator system for CLIC
• Single BPM measurements successful
• Decision for a 3-BPM test made, upgrades to a full 

system underway, measurement in Sept-Oct

• Waveguide BPMs
• Wide bandwidth
• Design work finished, now prototyping
• Next steps: additional funding -> beam tests

• ATF collaboration
• Royal Society travel grant -> support for ATF 

activities
• New ideas on long-term calibration stability 

and in-situ calibration

Single CBPM test with new electronics (left):
250 nm mover steps can be observed (right)

• Wakefield evaluation for crab cavities
• Use GdfidL @RHUL cluster
• Input into selecting the best design

A. Lyapin
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Future Circular Collider

36Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022
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• Several studies presented at last AB:
Consideration of various lattices & dynamic aperture (E. Cruz)

– Determine where non-linear correctors in interaction region are needed

– Explore b* options for the baseline design.

FCC-hh ion collimation and betatron loss maps: (A. Abramov)

– “Ion Beam Collimation for Future Hadron Colliders’, PhD thesis 2020”
– A. Abramov continues with studies on FCCee collimation & tracking as a CERN Fellow:
– https://indico.cern.ch/event/1085318/contributions/4582724/subcontributions/357241/attachments/2356463/4021460/CollimationSimulations-FCCISWP2-20211201.pdf

• FCC-Innovation Study 2020-2024

– Oxford continues as a Partner in the EU H2020 FCCIS design study project 2020-24.

– Invited to consider design of the IP collision feedback system.

– CERN Doctoral Student recruitment in 2022 on FCCee beam instrumentation.

– See 1st year students’ presentation this afternoon on their FCC-ee Design Study (+ last year’s eSPS report)

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

JAI contributions to the Future Circular Collider (ee & hh)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1085318/contributions/4582724/subcontributions/357241/attachments/2356463/4021460/CollimationSimulations-FCCISWP2-20211201.pdf
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Physics Beyond Colliders

38

G.L. D’Alessandro, R. Murphy, 
F. Stummer,  + C. Mussolini (Ox)

NA62 / KLEVER
• NA62 at CERN to study rare charged Kaon decay
• Highly detailed model built by Gian Luigi D'Alessandro et al, 
―Successful thesis viva in Feb 2022

• Model now integral part of MC chain for experiment
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/12/05/P05025

muon distribution 
at various planes

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

2021 IPAC: WEPAB185, WEPAB186, THPAB214
2021 CERN seminar: https://indico.cern.ch/event/1091199/
2022 NIM B: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2021.11.021

https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-0221/12/05/P05025
https://accelconf.web.cern.ch//ipac2021/papers/wepab185.pdf
https://accelconf.web.cern.ch//ipac2021/papers/wepab186.pdf
https://accelconf.web.cern.ch//ipac2021/papers/thpab214.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1091199/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2021.11.021
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A new low energy beamline for NA61/SHINE

39

C. A. Mussolini, 
N. Charitonidis

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

There is a lack of particle production data in the 1 – 13 GeV/c momentum range, results 

obtained by NA61/SHINE using this beamline could prove to be of great use in reducing 

the systematic uncertainties of many experiments [1]

NA61 ExperimentNew low energy beamline

[1] “NA61/SHINE at Low Energy” workshop, December 2020

Work on the beamline began in Summer 2020, and 

now we have selected:

• Targets
• Beamline optics

• Instrumentation 
Which satisfy the needs of NA61/SHINE. 

We are currently performing studies on the 

implementation of the beamline in CERN’s North Area

Secondary target
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Expected performance:

40

C. A. Mussolini, 
N. Charitonidis

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

The new beamline has been extensively simulated, and the performace is meeting the requirements imposed by NA61/SHINE

Particle rates at 13 GeV/c 
(3000 spills/day)

Beamline relative  
momentum 
distribution

Beamline optics

More information on the beamline, its aims and the current status can 
be found in the ”Addendum to the NA61/SHINE Proposal: A Low-

Energy Beamline at the SPS H2”

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2783037/files/SPSC-P-330-ADD-12.pdf
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Forward Physics Facility (FPF) at the LHC

41

L Nevay, H Lefevre,
S. Boogert, S Gibson

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

• FASER is a new experiment looking for axion-like DM
- also measure collider-produced neutrinos for the first time
- precision look at far-forward collision products

• FPF is a proposed new dedicated facility
- for HiLumi LHC era (2027…)
- workshop and Snowmass white paper early 2022

• BDSIM model used to link IP to detector through accelerator

rock

accelerator magnets
FASER

axion?

need precision of 1 in 1012 475m

FPF new cavern 
cross section
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Forward Physics Facility Whitepaper
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Forward Physics Facility (FPF) at the LHC
L Nevay, H Lefevre,

S. Boogert, S Gibson

FASER collaboration meeting in June 2022
Snowmass FPF:  https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090
Snowmass Event Generators: https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.11110
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Model in BDSIM

43

L Nevay, H Lefevre,
S. Boogert, S Gibson

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

beam line view from IP1 towards FPF

LHC vs HL-LHC machine layout along S

Geometry composited using pyg4ometry
Comp. Physics Com. 272, March 2022, 108228.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2021.108228

https://bitbucket.org/jairhul/pyg4ometry/src/develop/
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2021.108228
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cpc.2021.108228
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FASER & FPF Fluxes

44

L Nevay, H Lefevre,
S. Boogert, S Gibson

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

• Detailed LHC and HL-LHC models created
• geometry composited with pyg4ometry

• Muon and neutrino fluxes predicted for FASER and FPF 

• BDSIM making crucial contribution to predicting and 
understanding the origins of backgrounds as well as signal 
propagation
• for both FASER and FASER!

• Investigation of sweeper magnet(s) for FPF being investigated
• muons are critical background for proposed experiments

• Cross-section and splitting biasing schemes required
• require precision of 1 in 1012 (1x simulation = 100k cpu-hours)
• new muon splitting (+ other biasing) reduces to ~5k cpu-hours 

(potential application to NA62)

• Presented at 4th FPF Workshop
• https://indico.cern.ch/event/1110746/
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Forward Physics Facility

45Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

Muon flux at HL-LHC 
when looking back at 
IP1 and moving 
backwards along 
global Z in 2m steps

Lower right shadow is 
the QRL cryogenic line

Dispersion ramping 
up in the arc causes 
a little beam loss at 
end, which in turn 
produces muons.

BDSIM's particle filtering 
capabilities allow us to 
understand the origin of 
backgrounds, e.g.:

L Nevay, H Lefevre,
S. Boogert, S Gibson
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nuStorm overview:

46

Ken Long

Extraction from SPS 
through existing tunnel
Siting of storage ring:
Allows measurements 
to be made ‘on or off 
axis’
Preserves sterile-
neutrino search option

CERN-PBC-2019-003

New design for decay ring:
• Central momentum between 

1 GeV/c and 6 GeV/c;
• Momentum acceptance of 

up to ±16%

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022
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Studies of the nuSTORM facility J. Pasternak, K. Long et al

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

• BDSIM model of the pion injection line was created (T. Alves)
• New simulation of pion production at the target was 

performed  using FLUKA and used as the input
• Comparison with MARS shows promising 

agreement

Layout of the pion injection line created using BDSIM

Flux for 5 GeV/c pions storage Flux for 3 GeV/c pions storage

Future plans:
• 3D field map for the OCS

• Extension of the BDSIM model to incorporate the full ring
• Design of the ring instrumentation

• R&D for Muon Collider (6D Cooling Demo) using the 
nuSTORM facility – see next slide

• Matching to the ring injection system was improved
• Approximate model of the Orbit Combination 

Section (OCS) was created together with the BDSIM 
model of the production straight

• 2D field map of the proper OCS was created
• Muon capture efficiency was estimated 

• This study allowed to make the first attempt to estimate 

the expected flux per POT for different energies (M. Pfaff)

47
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Studies of a Muon Collider J. Pasternak, K. Long et al

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

Recent studies include:

• R&D on VFFA – a candidate for a muon accelerator

• Modelling of the optics in VFFA (M. Topp-Mugglestone)

• Design of the extraction system

• Studies focus on the demonstrator in the context of R&D for ISIS-II

• Investigation of the use of the nuSTORM facility to feed the 6D Cooling Demo

• Building model of the 6D Cooling Demonstrator in BDSIM (see next slide)

Future plans (subject to a success of the EU-DEV grant, UK PI - C. Rogers):
• Work on MDI - Oxford

• Further work on 6D Cooling DEMO – (Imperial, RHUL)

Longitudinal field 
along the orbit in 
the FODO cell of a 
muon accelerator 
for a MC

Normal and skew 
quad components 
along the orbit in 
the FODO cell of a 
muon accelerator 
for a MC

3D orbit geometry  
in the FODO cell of a 
muon accelerator 
for a MC

48
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Implementation of Muon Cooler
C. Rogers (STFC)

L. Nevay, S. Boogert

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022

PR-STAB 18 031003 (2015) https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.18.031003

initial geometry in BDSIM

• Aim to reproduce 6D muon cooling with BDSIM and compare to ICOOL
– access the latest Geant4 physics and other BDSIM geometry

• Variety of solenoid coils; absorber wedges and RF cavities required
– Complex field generated based on user-input describing coils

• Initial geometry and 'sheet' solenoid field created
– further work for full 3D coil summation

• Presented at UK Muon Collider and nuSTORM 2nd Collaboration Meeting

49

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.18.031003
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Moon beams ?

A very high energy hadron collider on the Moon

James Beacham1, ⇤ and Frank Zimmermann2, †

1
Duke University, Durham, N.C., United States

2
CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland

(Dated: June 17, 2021)

The long-term prospect of building a hadron collider around the circumference of a great

circle of the Moon is sketched. A Circular Collider on the Moon (CCM) of ⇠11000 km

in circumference could reach a proton-proton center-of-mass collision energy of 14 PeV — a

thousand times higher than the Large Hadron Collider at CERN— optimistically assuming a

dipole magnetic field of 20 T. Siting and construction considerations are presented. Machine

parameters, powering, and vacuum needs are explored. An injection scheme is delineated.

Other unknowns are set down. Through partnerships between public and private organiza-

tions interested in establishing a permanent Moon presence, a CCM could be the (next-to-)

next-to-next-generation discovery machine and a natural successor to next-generation ma-

chines, such as the proposed Future Circular Collider at CERN or a Super Proton-Proton

Collider in China, and other future machines, such as a Collider in the Sea, in the Gulf of

Mexico. A CCM would serve as an important stepping stone towards a Planck-scale collider

sited in our Solar System.

⇤
j.beacham@cern.ch; ORCID: 0000-0003-3623-3335

†
frank.zimmermann@cern.ch
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FIG. 2. Schematic possible trajectory (black line) of a Circular Collider on the Moon (CCM) that could

potentially avoid several major elevation changes, though not all. In the left image the north pole of the

Moon is centered, while in the right image the south pole is centered. Images modified from Ref. [31]; the

originals were constructed with data collected by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter [32–36].
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Parameter CCM FCC-hh HL-LHC

Max. beam energy Ebeam [TeV] 7,000 50 7

Circumference C [km] 11,000 97.8 26.7

Arc dipole magnet field Bdip [T] 20 16 8.3

Beta function at interaction point (IP) �⇤
x,y [m] 0.5 0.3 0.15

Transverse norm. rms emittance "n [µm] 0.2 2.2 2.5

Rms IP beam size [µm] 0.12 3.5 7

Beam current [A] 0.5 0.5 1.12

Bunches per beam nb 1,200,000 10,400 2,760

Bunch spacing [ns] 25 25 25

Bunch population Nb [1011] 1.0 1.0 2.2

Energy loss per turn U0 [MeV] 1.7⇥ 107 4.67 0.007

Synchrotron radiation power PSR [MW] 8.5⇥ 106 4.8 0.014

Critical photon energy Ecr [keV] 105,000 4.3 0.044

Trans. emit. damping time ⌧x,y [h] 0.004 1.0 25.8

Beam-beam parameter / IP, ⇠ [10�3] 60 5.4 8.6

Luminosity / IP L [1034 cm�2s�1] ⇠20,000 ⇠30 5 (leveled)

Number of events/crossing (pile-up) ⇠106 ⇠1000 135

Max. integrated lum./experiment [ab�1/y] ⇠2000 1.0 0.35

TABLE I. Tentative proton-proton parameters for CCM, compared with FCC-hh and HL-LHC [40].

The integrated luminosity can now be estimated under assumptions similar to those adopted

for proposed future colliders at CERN [40]. With 160 days scheduled for physics per year, and

assuming a 70% availability of the complex, we estimate an integrated luminosity of ⇠2000 ab�1

per experiment and per year.

Critical photon energies in the arcs, (3/2)h̄c�3/⇢ with ⇢ ⇡ FdipC/(2⇡), reach the level of

100 MeV. Fortunately, in the excellent vacuum on the Moon no beam pipe would be needed.

With a residual molecular or atomic density of order 1012/m3 or less [42], the vacuum quality on

the Moon surface is at least 100 times better than the vacuum in the beam pipes of the LHC of

1015 H2/m3 [43, Chapter 12]. Therefore, the charged particles of the CCM could circulate without

a dedicated vacuum system, shielding, beam pipe, and pumping system, resulting in a great cost

saving. Open plane dipole magnets would allow the photons to escape into the tunnel wall or into

the Moon sky, depending on the scenario.
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Parameter CCM FCC-hh HL-LHC

Max. beam energy Ebeam [TeV] 7,000 50 7

Circumference C [km] 11,000 97.8 26.7

Arc dipole magnet field Bdip [T] 20 16 8.3

Beta function at interaction point (IP) �⇤
x,y [m] 0.5 0.3 0.15

Transverse norm. rms emittance "n [µm] 0.2 2.2 2.5

Rms IP beam size [µm] 0.12 3.5 7

Beam current [A] 0.5 0.5 1.12

Bunches per beam nb 1,200,000 10,400 2,760

Bunch spacing [ns] 25 25 25

Bunch population Nb [1011] 1.0 1.0 2.2

Energy loss per turn U0 [MeV] 1.7⇥ 107 4.67 0.007

Synchrotron radiation power PSR [MW] 8.5⇥ 106 4.8 0.014

Critical photon energy Ecr [keV] 105,000 4.3 0.044

Trans. emit. damping time ⌧x,y [h] 0.004 1.0 25.8

Beam-beam parameter / IP, ⇠ [10�3] 60 5.4 8.6

Luminosity / IP L [1034 cm�2s�1] ⇠20,000 ⇠30 5 (leveled)

Number of events/crossing (pile-up) ⇠106 ⇠1000 135

Max. integrated lum./experiment [ab�1/y] ⇠2000 1.0 0.35

TABLE I. Tentative proton-proton parameters for CCM, compared with FCC-hh and HL-LHC [40].

The integrated luminosity can now be estimated under assumptions similar to those adopted

for proposed future colliders at CERN [40]. With 160 days scheduled for physics per year, and

assuming a 70% availability of the complex, we estimate an integrated luminosity of ⇠2000 ab�1

per experiment and per year.

Critical photon energies in the arcs, (3/2)h̄c�3/⇢ with ⇢ ⇡ FdipC/(2⇡), reach the level of

100 MeV. Fortunately, in the excellent vacuum on the Moon no beam pipe would be needed.

With a residual molecular or atomic density of order 1012/m3 or less [42], the vacuum quality on

the Moon surface is at least 100 times better than the vacuum in the beam pipes of the LHC of

1015 H2/m3 [43, Chapter 12]. Therefore, the charged particles of the CCM could circulate without

a dedicated vacuum system, shielding, beam pipe, and pumping system, resulting in a great cost

saving. Open plane dipole magnets would allow the photons to escape into the tunnel wall or into

the Moon sky, depending on the scenario.

A very high energy hadron collider on the Moon

James Beacham1, ⇤ and Frank Zimmermann2, †

1
Duke University, Durham, N.C., United States

2
CERN, Meyrin, Switzerland

(Dated: June 17, 2021)

The long-term prospect of building a hadron collider around the circumference of a great

circle of the Moon is sketched. A Circular Collider on the Moon (CCM) of ⇠11000 km

in circumference could reach a proton-proton center-of-mass collision energy of 14 PeV — a

thousand times higher than the Large Hadron Collider at CERN— optimistically assuming a

dipole magnetic field of 20 T. Siting and construction considerations are presented. Machine

parameters, powering, and vacuum needs are explored. An injection scheme is delineated.

Other unknowns are set down. Through partnerships between public and private organiza-

tions interested in establishing a permanent Moon presence, a CCM could be the (next-to-)

next-to-next-generation discovery machine and a natural successor to next-generation ma-

chines, such as the proposed Future Circular Collider at CERN or a Super Proton-Proton

Collider in China, and other future machines, such as a Collider in the Sea, in the Gulf of

Mexico. A CCM would serve as an important stepping stone towards a Planck-scale collider

sited in our Solar System.
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Summary

51

• EU Accelerator Roadmap published with UK & JAI authors, in all 5 technology pillars. 

• Collaborative UK effort on funded HL-LHC phase-II project, with leading JAI contributions:

– Optics studies published, crystal collimation for Run 3, successful beam tests of EO-BPM+SR diagnostics.

• Strategically positioned to help guide next steps for a international linear collider with 

leading contributions to final beam delivery, Cherenkov and CBPM diagnostics.

• FCC-IS underway, building on previously reported JAI studies.

• Physics Beyond Colliders: a rich and growing programme that benefits from BDSIM and 

geometry software: NA61&62, KLEVER, SHADOWS, FASER, FPF…

• JAI expertise also being applied to nuSTORM & muon collider studies.

• JAI is making key contributions to future colliders & beamlines! Thank you! 

Stephen Gibson et al – Future Colliders – JAI Advisory Board - 7.4.2022


